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PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, F4RUARY 1,1906.
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THE DETECTIVE CoLoNEL EXPIRED'

some improper drainage at Eighth
sooductteingoelljrkeathpiece of
and Jackson streets, but as it is upsei
4 /top
1
ablle;
ast Pr
water
private property nothing could be
hydra or the •resemblance of the sea
done at public expense.
1 urchin, that Prof. Loeb has- evolved,
The street inspector was ordered
lbw it will be instinct with real life,
BUGGIE SENDS MR.
CHARLES H. THOMAS and will be a step in the new evoluBOARD ADVISED CITY DADS to repair the bad place in the ditch DETEIVE
JUDGE REED WILL DEtIDE
PIES OF 5904-05
PASSED AWAY AT ATabout Fountain avenue and Jefferson
eon. This evolution can only result
NOT TO REPAIR UNDEDSAME TODAY IN HIS
to
LANTA,
GA.
STREETS.
either
eharge
same
up
'street, and
ICATED
in the creation of something the equal
COURT.
the private property owns ns or car
of our higher animals, but what it
sires
whichever
resportit Contains Pic
company, just
Clarence. Revine
will be, who shell say?
affairs.
"It seems to tos too- tee aesee•-•
hardson, Latter
Resided in This City Several Years
Mareet Stalls Question Again—Sty- sible for the condition of
e'..eserece *r_ Tee Action Has Direct
t rUp From Here.
and li
PLeete
tee I
comp.:A.11W
to
E.
W.
Dr.
Mrs.
R.
With
Daughter,
Drainage
to
as
Complaints
oral
act esueon teases in
and
sanitary
the
that
When
body
kern
of
His
creation
A'.
Hicks.
after
the de—Cost of Neglect.
the
Future.
in
were
laid
storm sewerage systems
vetopment has started, will have
front of his property on the met side
created
a
new
order
of
life,
for
this
Detectives Moore and Baker hairof South Second near Kentucky avee
With:, deep grief will many Padu- being will multiply indefinitely, just
city Solicitor James Campbell's re- nue, that 'he paid for connections, received from Detective Buggie, of
This morning Judge Reed, of the
the
Chicago
force,
two
years'
back
friends learn of the death last the -same as all our modern animals.
yestercah
works
of
board
the
port to
circuit court, is expected to deliver
his
was
run
up
to
piping
no
"I
but
cannot
say
whether
this
creation
Colone
copies
Detective"
which
is
of
qf
"The
Atlanta,
Ga.,
Saturday in,
day afternoon, during the regular property line 60 these attachments
of man will be crustacean, amphibian, his opinion in the important suit of
meeting of that body, settled an im- could te effected when desired. He the official publication recognized by Charles H. Thomas, who made Pa- mammalian, or
wifether biped, quad- the city of Paducah against Lent
the
detectives"
association
years
of
the
for
several
home
ducah 'his
portant question which the body has requested that they bf nu& now,
rupee},
fish,
fowl
or reptile. I can Jones and tee latter's bondeerren, Lee
had before it for some months. It and as the property of Jornes Gard- United States. The paper is of in- with his daughter, Mrs -LA.-Hicks, only sap that after careful study of and Adoloh Wee. The judge anestimable
value
to
homeopathic
sleuths
and
is
known
of
the
well
wife
is regarding there being maintained ner will have to,be crossed to get to
what has been accomplished' I am nounced yesterday that he would
out of the public treasury unimprov- the Cochran building, Street Irospec- taken by all the world over, the Pa- physician that moved to Knoxville, overwhebtrued at the inevitable prob- render -his decisions which is being
ducah
starting
detectives
home.
deditheir
to
make
his
subTenn.,
last
fail
ed streets that have not been
abilitiest Who knows but a new anxiously looked forward to as the
scription the first of this month.
The deceased expired of the infirmi
cated to the city by the parties own
order
of humanity may be created? outcome of the litigation. 'has a -most
(Continued on Page Five)
Detective Buggie came here sev- ties produced by old age, and after
log the property:
important jbearing upon all salooneral weeks ago from Chicago and car death the body was Tuesday taken
At several points in the city parkeepers of Paducah. The -action
tied
back
to
that
city
Knoxville,
Clarence'
Deformer
home
in
Iris
to
has
ties have laid out suburban additions,
been beferre the judge for many
vine, tee `young man arrested by the Tenn., and interred.
through
oun unimproved streets
months, but as it was not pressing
local
several
the
charge
of
emofficials
on
his
Thomas
during
Colonel
them, without dedicating them to the
and urgent that be decide same right
bezzling $104 from Siegte, Cooper' & years' residence here made friends
municipality. A skum of several
away, be has put -it off until now.
of
the
Vndy
Southern
Company
City,
where
a
cuttured.
preying
of all,
inches of grovel would be spread on
CONGREGATION MOVES LO- ,The suit was the outcome of the
NOT
VERY be we's employed. After going back gentleman, excellent scholar and en
top and teen the city asked by the BUSINESS WAS
vigorous but short-lived wee Mayor
CATION TO FIFTH NEAR
home
Sleuth
Buggie
sent
the
Padu•
conversationalist,
of
the
tertaining
WITH THE
LIVELY
addition owner or abutting property
Yeiser
inaugurated in this city last
JACKSON.
cab detectives a copy of each month- old school which so favorably im
POLICE
owner to keep these thoroughfares
year against the saloons being kept
ly
issue
of
"The
Detective"
for
generation,
day
present
presses the
in good graveled and improved conopen on Sanday. The coffee hOUSt
teoe-o5, and Messes. Moore and as true-born, noble and upright men
dition. The board of works referhave always kept open every Sunday
Negotiations
for
Property
Closed
Otaker
their
file
have
put
them
in
He
was
refinement.
of polish and'
red the question to the solicitor for The Arrests Made During the Month of
and the mayor took a 'epurt" and
Yesterday.
While
Building
records.
a writer of some note and contribut
a legal opinion, and his report states
availed himself for a brief period of
of January Averaged Five to
Starts
Shortly.
The
desective
'publication
magprints
ed liberally many fine pieces to
that the city can be ,compelled to
Each Patrolmaa
the authority given him by thes orthe picture and record of every azines and newspapers. In speakonly keep these streets open, such as
dinance,
that of revoking the Iiknown
crinrinal
the
world
over, and ing of his death the Knoxville
removing r•bstructiono etc., but that
cense of any saloonkeeper keeping
also
those
parties
who
are
being
remark'Before
(Tenn.)
the
Sentinel
of
Money
eohe
'olasts
of
next
winthe municipality can at cost of the
The police have found business looked for .to answer respective ed as follows:
ter roll around the :members of the Open and selling liquor on the Lord's
abutting property owstre order the much duller during January than
charges.
In
looking
he
through
Third
Charles
Street Methodist church ex- day. Jones was caught open, the
Col.
H.
Thomas.
highways improved and not be com- for many months past, and this eviissue
of
last
May
the
detectives
lie-cc
"Relatives and friends in this city pect to have in their possession a mayor took his license away from
improvement work
et' pelled to do this
dences that the alert officers ever on find a likeless of Devine, the young have been advised that Col. Charles handsome, eommodious and
new him and then had a. suit flied against
at the expense of the public treasury. the watch prove sufficient intimidathat man for collection of the $1,000
fellow
they
caught
here
and
who H. Themes, wiho was a well known church building plans for
which
After streets are improved at prop- tion to prevent crime rampant like
bond he, like all other grogs-hop
was
taken
by
Sleuth
back
Buggie.
are
now
be
put
citizen
legal
will,
and
practitioner
in,
bring
made,
and
Knox
erly owners cost and' accepted by exists at some periods. The report
,,They also ran across a likeness of ville fer many years subsequent to into execution shortly. In fact the proprietors execute to the municipal
the city, then they have to be kept for the past month-, which closed
Pete Richardson, the mon who sev- the civil wee, died Saturday in his initial preliminary. was effected yes- ity when the city liceuse is granted
up eut of the public monies.
last night, showed teat only too ar- eral years ago doting the carnival at seventy-third year at the home of his terctay morning When Rev. Peter them, binding by this bond to obey
• The board yesterday ordered the rests were made storing the thirtyNinth and Broadway, stole the fine son, Edwin Thomas, in Manta, Ga. Fields of the congregation closed the all the public laws of Paducah. Lee
solicitor to biting in an ordinance
one days, while for the preceding diamond %stud of the late H. C. Alli- Dr. R. A. Hicks, of thiNcity, who deal for the ground on which the and Adolph Well were securities on
providing that Nineteenth street be month they made 122, and 140 dirre
Jones' bond, and they were necessarson. The stud was recovered and married a daughter of Cie. Thomas, structure will be located.
graded and graveled from Broadway ing November. The causes for time
ily made parties to the suit iostitut
Richardson
54
given three years in the was promptly advised of the death. ,
through to the Mayfield toad, or ex- arrests last mortth, and the nutrober
'The 373rretratlen iras been con- ed, looking towards converting this
penitentiery,
but
after
serving
some
"Tdwitir,
Thomas
will
arrive
with
treme end of West Tennessee street. made for each offense, were as folsidering the propeeition of buying $1,000 into the city treasury.
As the board of works fears that lows; Adultery, 1; breaches of the months was paroled. He went to the remains Tuesday morning. The a. lot in a portion of the city other
After time' suit against Jones was
Hot
Springs,
Ark.,
where
fie
was
arfuneral
services
will be conducted it from their_ present location, and
Some parties leasing benches and peace, 24; drunk and disorderly, 8;
filed
he paid no attention to it and
stalls at the market house may va- disorderly conduct, 5; drunk, 14; dis- rested and taken back to Nashville, the chapel of St. JOhn's Episcopal meeting their 'building upon same. the Messrs.. Wed presuming
he was
it
'developing
he
had
escaped
ftom
church
The interment will be in The project was inaugurated bast
cate same, but sub-rent them to oth- orderly house,
going to let the judgment go againq
r, petty larceny, 8; Orison at the latter place while do- the Old Gray cemetery.
by
the
root
deleted
ers. which is
November and ever since then it has him and suretiee by default, flied anmurder. a; housebreaking, el; obtain- ing time, jest before coming to Pa"The pellbeaters will be S. G. been
board, an order was issued to Mar- ing moiety under false -pretenses. 6;
worked on, until yesterday the other aotion against Jones wherein
ducah
and
getting caught for the 14eirskel, C: S. Newsman, J. C. Lotken-name,. Frank Smedley directing carrying concealed weapons, 4; prepastor
and officials closed a deal with they sued him for the $t000,
diamond tbeft.
t 11, Clues- H. Brown, S. B. Craw Mr. George Bernhard, .t4w. retired they fear
elm to see that no one but the lessee senting revolver at another, 2; maThey *ill bare to pity
These are. the only two criminals ford and, Creo. P. Gaut.
,or their bona fide employe use the liciously shooting at another, 2; mamerclhant and caPItalist, where- the city if the mutoicae etithorities
with
a
local
record
noticed
in
the
"Cot.
"Mamas was reared at Lew by they bought from him the old
staler. If the lessee was permitted licioue assault, r; crazy, t; suspect,
get judgment against Jones. They
last two years' issue of the paper.
isburg, N. tC. Before the war he Second Presbyterian c4nrreh property
to tub-rent the bench to some oth r
do not know whether Jones can pay
pretenses
2, obtaining goods by false
amassed
a
considerable
fortune and on South Fifth -between Adaerte and or not, so
Otis would take out of the hands of
they sue him to indemnify
I; grand larceny, 4; embezzlement,
NOT C NDIDATE.
was prorainete in the state affairs of Jackson streets. The sum of $rOoo
the board of questions, the privilege 2: breach of oreenance, re malicious
themselves
against lois* of the
the
"Okt
North
State." He was a was given for the plot of ground
te stating just who slit" comprise cutting, 1; selling property not his
amount
they
fear
they may 'have to
Friends
of
Mr. Bonne Voted For gallant Confederate soldier and was which Mir. Bernard bought scene
the bench occupants.
lose.
own, I; robbery, t; forgery, t; total.
severely
wounded during the war months ago, it 'having been sold in
Ise* year one of the worn-out too.
Him Against His Wishes.
After Mayor Yeisee had his round
and thereiry crippled for life. In set:telex up the estate of a Louisville
brueh arc machines at the city's pow
with Jones the stopped the work of
There being twenty patrolmen on
1882
Col.
Thtentes
:removed to Knox woman who during lift held on same revoking
A misilike crept into these columns
er house was sold to the National the force the arreets average five to
eicenses and tiling suits for
r
Electric works for several hundred the man, which shows they are keep- yestentity morning when
it\ an- vile with -his family. Here ties Weld- a mortgage.
forfeiture of the saloonkeepers' $,,.est
dauelitet
died
in. 1884 and. his
About fifteen years ago there was 000 bonds. When asked why he
dollars, it being uselese to the de- ing good order and peace upon their nounced that 'Mr. Eli G. Boone, tee
partment on account of its run-down districts and catching those crimin- yeell-ktiown insurance agent, was a wife in tb86. On account of phy- organized the Sosond Presbyterian did not carry forward the work Ire
condition. Now that firm wants to als committing offense., other than candidate for the pnervidency of the sicial intirtnities he retired from ac- thurch that erected its building on announced that Jones roe some othlocal fire enderwriters association to tive life several years ago and made this plot of ground, and maintaine
buy another that is about gone and the mieor drunks and breaches.
rs had raised the question of ming
succeed Mir. Aehbrook.
This was his home with his daughter, Mrs. R. the place until four or five years ago, the mayor personally for
the board a wee,, or two ago directdamages.
wrong. The report to the paper was A. Hicks, at Padocale Ky., until her when the congregation disbanded' and therefore 'hie did not
ed Superintendent Keebter, 'of the
want to take
VARIOUS
MEETINGS
recent
removal
to
Knoxville.
Presbyterian
Since re-united with the Feet
that Mr. Boone was amongst tee opfighting plant to estimate what it
any chances and was waiting to see
position to Mr. Wie;11, the successful that time he has been living with his church. The Look:rate lady held a the outcome of the
should bring on being sold. The
suit -against
rs This
is candidate, and it was surmised that son, Edwin Thomas, in Atlanta. Sur mortgaged on the property that M.
Central Labor Union
surefingendent did this and reported
Jones. If the city wins doubtless
Evening—Meeting
of
G
i
gT
her
Mr. Boone was an aspirant. but it viving Col. Thomas, are two (laugh- Bernard bougb. He tore down the the 'defendants
that it was worth Oteo,'which the
will carry the matter
Bodies
eleveboos his name was offered dar- tees, Mrs. Alice Page, of Jackson, old frame structure, with intention of higher, while if
electric company will have to give if
the plaintiff fates it
ing his absettee from the session, by Mich., and Mrs. R. A. Hicks, of constructing some residences there. will eo to
it bare
the appellate bench also,
Central Lahor sorne friend's who voted for him, but this city; also two sons
This
evening
the
Miethodist
peobut
the
Third
Street
Noble,
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
Probably. If the municipaiity wins
Union holds its regular semi-month- he dici not want the place and would whose home is at Portlat;d, Ore., ple now close a deal for same. ,
was authorized to purchase sixty
in the last court Of reeore prebabiliquart
on
North
ly
their
session
in
and
Edwin,
has
not
Third
street
eiturch
existed
'have
residing
Col.
The
served if elected'.
in Atlanta.
snore loads of gravel for use on the
ties Vs. that similar actieas will
which time the
Fourth
street,
at
Thomas was a member of Felix K. for a number of years on South
Street repair work.
hereafter be instituted *anima every
new president, Charles Hart, will
The poorest 4 314 men is the one ZotlicofFer Camp United Cotileder- Third between Norton and Husband
Sewerage Inspector Franke was
saloonkeeper'
caught selling on Sunstanding
committees
for
name
his
ate Veterans, of this city.
.
liair no use fe>e the poor.
streets, but it teems, the worklere have day._
who
authorized to buy a pump'to be used
and wtros license ie revoked.
six
months.
the
ensuing
been
the
surroundhandicapped
by
for suction /Arouses in case the sanThe. only queatidre for the judge to
This evening the Elks' meeting at
ings that is comprised) of the milling
itary sewerage mains got out of condecide
is simply le opnstrue the city
their hk11 on North Fourth, While todistrict, while the river being eme
dition and the pump was necessary
ordinance, Which pedeides for forevening
the
meet
morrow
Red
Men
block, away prevented that section
to force water out of the' piping.
feiture of the bond ih case of viola
on North Fourth, as do the Beavers.
from growing, therefore the avenues
Contractor Dunlap complained to
tion of the laws on the part of sableeding
Fraternity
Tonight
at
the
for good results did not broaden for
the members that after a 'hard rainloonkeepers,
-No verbal testimony
Odd Fellows 'will CITY SUPERVISORS ADJOURN- LEIPSIC PROFESSOR TO MAKE this congregation as the city 'grew
fall water accurninulated to a several Mangum lodge of
hae to he taken, simply a copy of
Inevening
tomorrow
gatheir,
while
larger
every
place else. Rev. Fields
LIFE THROUGH CHEMED
UNTIL
NEXT
Inch depth around Fourteenth and
the ordinance filed, aed there set up
gleside lodge assembles.. Last night
inwriedfiately saw this when hoe arrived
4
ICAL PROCESS.
MONDAY.
, where proper gradMonroe street
in the feeadings the fact that the city
Olive
camp
of
the
Woodmen
of
here
and 'he had not been in charge
ing did not exist sufficiene to drain
claims the bond can be forfeited unWorld met at 'Fifth and Broadone year when
started the moveoff the surface water. He said it the
der same, while the defendant concello) Will Not This
way,
.while
tonight
Jersey
nem
to
change
location
ofthe chinch
Year Assess the The Steps Will Be Slow—Final Reremained standing so people could
terids
to the reverse.
meets at Third and Elizabeth.
which idea is-new succeesiuller culsuit Expected' to Be Akin to Man
Franchise, But Let the State
nqt get by without wading through
The judge yesternday fin-iehed with
minating
in
a
realization
his
of
hopes.
Fix the Valuations.
in Its Physical Being.
same, and asked for something to be
his jury cases and this morning at q
The Latest.
He said yesterday that he and the
done towards relieving the bad cono'clock commences
ealling
the
ofteoials
of
the
'congregation
vvrotild
dition of affairs. In this s respect
.
equity
It is announced from Washington
docket
that
is
by
him
tried
iiiteltelliately have their architect to
City Engineer Washington was , in-, that the Kentucky mendters of conYestetiday the board of city simperNew Yorie, Jan. 31.—Mian, through (brave plans for the building to be self individually. tie .desires that
done,
be
could,
structed to see what
gress will have a large enough sup- visors, Mole .an adjournment over 'Iris advanced science, may develop erected dowel on Fifth street, it to be every lawyer be there at q o'clock
and also ascertain if there was not ply of tobeetio seed to furnieh all until next Monday, when they will
into a ereitior himself', is the opinion a stobstantial frame costing about when he begins tee work of calling,
some way to 'drain off the stending coostititents who may apply for resume work, the vacation of several
$4,000 or $5,000.
Expectations are so- 'be wee know what they want
pool of water between Madison and some.
days being taken, first, because one of Prof. Wilhelm Ostw,atel, of the that it will he completed .sufficient for done in the hundreds of ca -es' peitdIlervison of that
France is still holding hack in the of the members, Mr. Dield Hothineas University of Leiosic, in a lecture at services to be 'held in it by, mid'--sum- ing before hint.
Report was made to the hoard re- decision to- force Venezuela to do Confined abed with sickness, and seis- Colette:ea university last night on 'the riles, at which time the congregation
gain-liter ea/plaints of property <Mil- tile proper thing in settling the dif• mic}, because next-Week Auditor Alex- results of the attempt to create
MISS ROOSEVELT'S
web nvove down and take charge.
ers that a oesspoot of unhealthy wa- ferentes between -the two countries. ander Kirkland will be at leisure through chemical
'processes.
The present church on South. Third
FIRST WEDDING GIFT.
ter ,aocunimulated in the hollow run- Entnee seems to thane faith in the eufficient to help in counting up the
Prof. Ostorald has given careful at- is, for sale and will be disposed of as
•
ehP tention to the experiments of Prof. quickly as possible, together with the
wing through the .bloch surrounded idea that Venezuela "will do the cor- total roses:mono placed on
Washington, Jest 3!. —The test
differft city property.
_by Third, Fou.rte, Madison and Har- rect thing yet.
.lacques Loch of the University of parsonage just to rear and facing on wedding `gift for Miss Roosevelt arrier-in streets. City Engineer WashSenator David B. Hill his been or
After the supervisors finish total- California,. and announces with con- Fourth street. There is ground suffi- rived. It is a big basket of -turnips
ington was. requested to oemedy dered front New Yorla South because hog up the respective valuation into fidence leo belief that by stilly de- cient on. tee Fifth •street plot for a shipped by a Kandla farmer of the
things here also.
Sunflower state. Siltne, brig pretatoee
hi his failing health'. itis physicians one -cumbered figure, the auditor has vellopment FiCie0CP may even create pare-more also.
A portion of the fences funning pronounce his condition as precar- to go over the work and: certify ,to ,a type of eile air high as that of our
The move is the wisest thing the are on the way from Smith letkotas
along 'the top of the MI..aittersoo brad ious.
same. This takes several days work domestic Minimills. The steps will he einigregsniene could possible have and Virginians, are prepareto so sepod
shaw creek on West Broadway has
BecAitse he had punished him, On patteat Mr. Kite:Send if yllone after' stow; onei.itorero of life will he pro- made, ,as it brings th'e church dowp the bride einte of their elvitietiet nod
down, and Street In- Mrs. Join Hatton, of Rogers, Wolfe the beard completes,."but this time decodhene anower, Andi eventually, into a. motes eentoilly located point best apples.
been
speetoiCjr
17:ilt t 'wits instructed to county, wen -shot and' instantly itilbed Ire, will thee> thennef;tal the ralttationt the profedor etpeete something al- where exists an ifilimitable fieht for
make necessary..repaira. siitelitte
try her treveloyearolel eon.
The supervisors sasSersatr en; • of
.• ii the 'counting tnoebine proem-red motet akin to man in its physical 'In-' good surrounding.:
ciderit may hetieen by Peopf'.e4riving
Forty 'bill s were • passed Tuesday for thiat purpose, 'Ind while he is ing :may * produced.
Tee congregation has several bun- properly in Daviest chtertymiiiittit corm
or walking off the 'aide or /he steep in the national senate, including the 'Nesisting,
members and is gradually grow- pkted16 shows a valuation
Ibis marther. he will also
"There ik practically no limit to
44416,- .
'
.
decline.''
ote for reorganization of
increase of
what man can do in this direction,' ing,' but the inereaeee are expected zee,
ilesqg complented -'itboat
(Continued en Page Four.)
eursee'at f.ret lie Will to be greater in their new piece.'
and it half dollars over last tie* -A• A.
he said, "Of .c.

PUBLIC WORKS

THIRD sr. CHURCH

Ali EVEN 100

•

sr

FEW DAYS REST MAN A CREATOR

SALOON BONDCASE

riurigw -or

--77irmar

r.Da.

ed by the decision this week in the
United States Supreme court in favori
of the city of Knoxville in the suit l
'brought ebytethe Knoxville
Water
company'contesting the right of the I
'JUDGE REED NOW
ENTERS city to establiat a water works plant.IBARKSDALS BROTHERS COMUPON THE EQUITY
01 1
PANY CAPITALIZED AT
The general assembly in 1903
DOCKET.
ized the ,city to issue $750,000 water
k000.
ve6ries bond's and the citizens voted
the bond issue shortly afterwards.
Head-Hodge Case Was Yesterday
Clerk Issued Twenty-two Whitt and
COOKED
TO
DEATH
Continued Until Next Term—
Nine Colored Wedding Licenses
Several Divorce Suits.
—Other Business.
BY RED HOT STOVE.

JURY DISMISSED

INCORPORATED

and much damage done to train prop
•
erty.
The wreck ocCurred on a steep
grade on the Santa Fe road, abote
a mile east of Eledisteini. Jas. Shea,
Chicago, engineer of the passenger;
Goggins, Chicago, fireman on the
fie ight, and
Hokul,
brakeman on the freight, were ingently killed.. The baggage car is
'sk
said to have contained a large sum
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT
of money which was burned. None
HAR
of the passengers were injured.
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDL.R TO MATCH:
Notice.

pedal Sale
On Wall Paper.

Conductor Miller Met a Horrible
All the jury cases in the circuit
In the county clerk's office yesDeath in Wreck on the
The joint finance committee of the FOR THE srm.i. $UM OF ONLY 65 CENTS.
court are now over with and The juterday there was lodged papers of
NICE PLAIN FLOgeneral
council will meet at the city
C. & 0.
rors *dismissed, as yesterday was
incorporation
for
the *Barksdale
RAL
DESIGNS
THAT
hall
OTHERS
on
ARS SELLING AT 6 CENTS Fa.
Friday afternoon, February
continued until the next term of
Brothers Company, who capitalize at
Oiiringsville;•Ky:, Jan. 30.—Peter $4,000, with the stock divided into 2nd, at 2 o'clock, to pass on all bills ROLL, WE WILL
court, the last action up, that of M.
SELL
YOU AT ONLY zi4c PER SINGLEROL?..,
E. Heads against Cheatham Hodge, Miller, conductor on a Chespeake & abates of $too each and subscribed going before the council.
All parfes having claims against OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL,*LL NEW
on account of absent. witnesses. It Ohio freight train, was cooked to for as follows: Herbert P. BarksAND BEAUTIFUL.
being the final litigation of this na- death and Brakeman Edward Flyn dale, 12 shares; A. S. Barksdale, 3 the city are requested to have them
DESIGNS
.
ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT s, roc, z5c, sots
ture before the tribunal, the jurymen was badly burned: in a wreck, on that shares, and A. M. Barksdale 20 in the auditor's office on Thursday,
were diistnissed and now Judge Reed road five miles from here this morn- shares. The company will do a gen hebruary 1st, for vouchers to go be- AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE
ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
is preparing for the equity side of the ing. Miller-lived- at Lexington and eral furniture and installment busi- fore the finance committee.
TO
SLiZT THE PEOPLE. MEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
Miller ;was ness on South Third street
docket that is tried by himself in- Flyn at Mt. Sterling.
near Ken
dividually. In the above mentioned thirty-five years old and leaves a tucky avenue, the building now beITEMS OF INTEREST.
DESIGNS IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY CONSIZIrb.ABLX CO'
matter Mrs. Head sues Hodge for family.
ing prepared for them.
Both men were riding in the ca$25,000 damages on the ground that
The present population of Vienna OR AND LOVELY
AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
exceeds 1,800,000.
he assassinated her husband near boose. The train was' running at a
Month's Marriages.
Clinton. She got $15,000 damages high rate of speed, and on a sharp
COLORS
IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS a.
The county has issued twenty-two
once before, but Hodge got a new curve the caboose was thrown from white marriage licenses and nine col
It is said that in Australia there .s
trial. Hiodge is sick in bed, and this the track and overturned. Miller and ored ones during the month of Jan- se regular traffic in lending engage- JAPANESE FIBRE,' ALL COLORS, THE VERY LATEST DZFlyn were caught under a red-hot
ment rings.
necessitated the continuance.
uary, which closed yesterday.
SIGN., IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALIO CARRY A PULL
LINE
The .plaintiff's motion for a new stove, and Miller was cooked to
extricate
managed
death.
to
Flyn
triat of the suit of Steyers against
Typhoid
fever
OF
is
BEADING
responsible
',
for
ROOM
MOULDIN
G, PICTURE FRAMES, WINFinishing Touches.
Wallace, was overruled by the judge. himself from under the stove, and, Yesterday the artists
put the finish nearly one-third of the deaths in the DOW SHADES,
burned,
probably
fatality
although
CANVAS,
and Steyere then took an appeal to
TACKLAND BUILDING AN DROOPING
ing touches on the work of remodel- British army in India.
saved 'his life. Tke caboose caught
the higher court.
ing
the
County
office
of
PAPERS.
Clerk
Hiram
:ALL
ASO
SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
There was overruled plaintiff's mo- fire and was destroyed. Miller's re- Smedley..
King &heard carefully preserves
All bad been done extion for a new qial of the suit of J. mains were taken to Lexington.
programs
BE
of
the
CONVINC
proceedings in which
ED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
Miller's screams as he was slowly cept those putting the new linoleum he has taken pent.
NI:- Ford against the Facitzeth City
on
floor
and
the
this
was
finished
enhave
GIVE
are
cooking
death
to
said to
YOU THE HEW VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Railway company. An appeal was
tirely yesterday and now things ar•
then taken in this action also. Ford been heartrending.
The Dowager Empress of China
in condition better than ever before
was walking along North Thirteenth
has sets' to the Xmerican legation a
Claim Notice.
street when he was struck (by a car
number of wedding presents for Miss
Property
Sold.
All parties holding claims against
and killed.
Alice Roosevelt. The presents conProperty
Clark's
in
the
river
secOn motion of plaintiff there was re- the estate of Emily Graham, are di- tion
sist
of costly jewels, silks and ermine
of
the
county
has been sold by
instated the suit of Robert Christian rected to present them to the underrobes.
Taylor
Ban6eld
to
May
for
Kincaid
against Mlattie Christian, and the signed, properly certified to, else
$2,500, and the deed lodged for recplaintiff. was then given a divorce they will be barred, according rto law.
The mine operators in what is desord with the clerk.
CHAS. T. GRAHAM, Adm'r.
from defendant.
Joe Wurtz bought from E. L. ignated as the Southwestern Coal
The defendant's motion was overWilson for $6o, property lying in the Mining district have demanded a
ruled, in asking for a new trial of the ATTEMPTS TO KILL
decrease of fifteen per cent in wages.
O'Bryan addition to the city.
damage suit of Cora
McManus
MINISTER. Frank Fisher transferred to L. C. It is freely said the demand will be
DANISH
against the Paducah City Railway
and K. L. Eley for $86o, property refused.
company. Defoelam then appealed. Revolver Wrested
•
From Demented on Jackson street.
Plaintiff got hurl by the 'motorman
In what is known ate the superior
Land
in
the
county
was bought of
Man Before He Could Fire It.
starting up the car before she could
court
at Chicago the president of
Q. E. Evers by Robert H. Jett for
alight. This threw her off and she
the
Typographi
cal union was tined
Copenhagen, January 3o.—An at- $330.
was injured, and got damages on
for contempt of: court and Rent to
The
West
End
Improveme
nt
comminAlberti,
the
shoot
tempt
to
M..
first trial last week.
jail and the union was fined Si 000
Several papers were lodged in the ister of justice, Monday was fustrated pany sold to R. II. Willingham for for violation of an injunctiot
o: the
action of the National Life Insurance by the bravery of the minister, who $35o, property near LaBelle park.
court.
J.
T.
McNichols
'sold
and
to W. M
company against Herbert A. Rose,' grappled with his assailant
wherein plaintiff asks the court to say 'wrested the revolver from him before Milliken for $750, property on the
south side of Jones street between
Which of contending parties ehali be.it could be discharged.
paid the proceeds of a policy the na: The minister's assailant, who was Seventh and Eighth.
tionial company careied on Rose's life. promptly arrested, was formerly an
•
There was Ridged a deed trans- inem-ance agent named Boye, who PASSENGER AND
Highest price paid for second-haail
ferring property from S. W. Arnold had been sentenced to a term of imFREIGHT
COLLIDE
.
to Annie Duigiud, in the suit of the prisonment for (burglary in spite of
Mechanic's Building and Loan asso- his protests that he was innocent. Three Men Instantly
Killed and Anasked that she be act5udiged a lien Boye called at the ministry today and
other Fatally Injured
immediatel
after
be
y
revolver
drew
a
LaDi of Chicago was given judgBuy anything and sell everything.
ment against Gilmore brothers for had 'been admitted to the presence of
Peoria, Ill., Jan. 3o.—In a headthe
Friends
of
Alberti.
Minister
SI8-220
Court street. Old phone 1311
$243.59. Laib furnished Gilmore with
on collision between a passenger
plumbing material the latter used at prisoner say he had become mentally train and a freight
PADUCAH ZLESTErt. WESTERN ICINTUCKY FARM
train near Ede:fits,
Cairo. Gilmore then got a contract unbalanced by his alleged wrongful stein, Monday,
W1'1THLYAYMJT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IFESTERN
three
men
wine
lollto install plumbing material in the innprisonnvent.
ed, another fatally injured, rre exKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
new Cochran flats at Ninth and
press
car
with
all
its
contents
burned
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR Er.
Moving
warm
investment
connectif•a
.
In
.
;11ionece streets. Laib attached money Ten Per Cent Broadway
For $3,500 we offer a 3-story brick
coming from Cochran to Gilmore for
111DU RW.WPM-TENORS.Peadwas‘.
the work here, in order to apply the business building between First and
,
••=11.1
Second street, lot '8x65, that will pay
cash to the Cairo debt.
•
There was dismissed the suit of permanently to per cent net on the
the Western Distict Warehouse com- investment. Nothing better in Paducah than this for a safe business
pany against L. M. Crettehfield.
building investment.
Whittemore Real estate Agency, Car leaves Fourth and Broadway for Sixth and
Dissatisfied Couple.
Broad, via Third sire t
Fraternity
building. Both phones 835
• Laura M. Newman filed suit. for
Every to Minutes.
maintenance and alimony'.against her
..On the hour and at 10, 20, 30, 40 and 5o minutes past the hour
buibanct J. H. Newman, and also JAPAN IS AGREEABLE
between 6:00 a. m. and mom p. In.
BARRING
ACT.
TO
released that she -be adjudged a Dien
Car leafes Fourth and Broadway for Sixth and Broad, via South 6tr St
against the property ofher husband.
Every 20 Minutes.
They „married October 25th, 1904, Wants the Citizens to Remain at
On the hour and at 20 and eo minutes past the hour
Home. Therefore Is Not Disand four dere thereafter the husband
Between 6:oo a. m. and zo:oo p. in.
pleased Over Exclusion.
borrow $7oo from his wife to buy
Car leaves Fourth and Broadway for Jackson street
land with, giving his wife a note.
New York, Jan. 30.—The Rev.
They then lived is the country, but
Every 20 Minutes.
afterwards moved to town and re- Duncan E. McKinley, of California. At 10, 30 and 50 minutes past the 'hour
'idled at 1549 Trimble street, with a who is leading the fight of the Pabetween 6:zo a. m. and 9:5o p. m
sister of Nevrman's; The wife claims cific slope to have the provisions of Car leaves
Sixth
and Broad,. via Third street.
She afterwards loaned him $3co to the Chinese exclusion act extend so
At moo, 10:20, 10:40 and Itioo p.
educate his children by his first mar- as to include the Japanese and Koriage in a business college 'here. ream, stopped over in New York yes Car leaves Sixth and Broadway, via Third street
Every to Minutes.
After being in town a %%hilt she says terday to look into immigration from
•
the
sister and children by the East'e point of view. lie spent On the hour and at to, 20. 30, .10 and so minutes pao the hour
-first wiie. made i tin unpleesant for the day at Ellis. Island as the guest
between 6:io a. m and io:oo p. m.
her Ale had to leave tile home. She of Commissioner Robert Watehorn.
wants $1.00e alimony, maintenance "So far as the European or white
-money, and a lien on defendant's races ire concerned." Mr. McKinley Car leaves Sixth and Broad, via South Sixth street
Every 20 Minutes.
property to *core .her kans.
said, "there is no immigration probAt to, 30 and so minutes Net the .hour.
lem. This country is the better for
between 6:zo a. m. and to:00 p. m
Lewd Conduct Charged.
every white man, istrong and willing
C. II. Averitt filed sun fie divorce to work, who seeks shelter here. It Car leaves Twelfth and Jackson
against his wife Mary E. Averitt. is only in dealing with the Asiatic
Every 20 Minutes
They married October 19th, 1877, an:I races that the bars .should be put up On the hour
and at 20 'and eo minutes past the hour.'
lived together until May 75th, 1905. :old kept up. There should be no
between 6:20 a. m. and to:to p. m.
when he beft her. He charges that disenieitinetion-Azetween the, Japanese
Ave conducts a bawdy hoase and has and the Chinese. They are both cut Owl car leaves Sixth and 'Broad, via South Sixth street
At to:to, to:3o, 10:50 and I1:10 p. m.
been often guilty of lewd and laciv- out of the •eame cloth—they both
ioes conduct with other men. The Come to exploit the country for their
Wife woo only yeailay in the police 0 wu gain, underselling the labor
Passengers can get transfers at Fourth and' Broadway
from the
.e0t1rt fiaed a3 for conducting a dis- market, living on
r2o Cents a day and above cars to all other lines.
erflerly house.
4
sending their earnings to their naPassengers taking inbound Third street Short Line car may
transfer
tive land every month.
to southbound Belt Line car at Third and Nortion streets.
Wants Danes.
"There are probably 6o,000 japanPassengers taking inbound Third street Short line car may
V. Tucker sued the county of ese already in this country, and they
,
transfer 30
at Fourth and Broadway to Jackson street car.
SOUTH THIRD/ST',
'MicCracicen for $eaci damages' on the are pouring in at the rate
PADUCAH, KV
of t,000 a
Passtngers taking Jackson street car may Veneer to
ground that the county officials dug month. Personally I do not
outbound
believe
Reit Line car at Sixth and Jackson.
ditches across both roads leading trp that the extension of t
provisions
to Tucker** place, and left the galleis ofChin
the
ese excluei
act to Inopen and impassable, making it in"- clude
the Japanese would offend the ONNI04141.41
1.1444.441
possible for Tacker to get in end.out government of
that country in the
his farm, without great trouble.
least. When I was. in Japan with
. K. HENDRICK. 3.0. MILLED
the Taft party I lzati an extended
WY. MARBLY..
xvioxvrwc TO HAVE
talk with Marquis Ito, and he told
ITS
WATER
PLANT me that the Japanese
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
government
was anxious to keep its people at
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
Knoxville:, Tenn., Jan
27.—The home."
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
city council of Knoxville Friday night
passed on first reading an ordinance
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUThe senate begins the week with
authorizing issitarece and Rale of
BLES AND WILL RES,TORE THE
consideration of the Chihese boycott.
975o,000 of city bonds by the city
The question wi* come up in connecWEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
water commission for the construc- tion
LAWYERS •
with a resolution offered hest
FECT HEALTH,
tion of a municipal water works
week by Senator Tilknan, .'directing
plant. Passage on t • atkiitional
s .
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
the committee of iputziratio'n to -inpomp 1, a and 3 Register Built
readings are neceseary f r the, ordinvestigate the repurts
STORKS.
concerning
awe to become a law.
in& P3"Broadway.
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American
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....The Largest Fortune....
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
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the first setting, beginning about the
"Forbidding it?"
loth of May.
"You
had the message?'
; 'I have had aoo square yards divided
"What message?"
into four beds, ;burned this season as
"The telegram I sent this' morning."
follows: A large 'shollow box is
"Where did you send it?". .e.
made of rough lumber of any de- MANY
oweense—.
TRUSTEES
ONE WILL BE GIVEN AT THE
EXPRESS
"To the hotel address on the lettei' Abram
sired
L. Weil & C. Buy Out Mes
dimens
ion, say, toxic) feet, and
THEMSELVES AS FAVORMECHANICSBURG METH"I am sorry. That letter was written
i foot deep, and inverted over a
Ashbrook's Business.
ING THIS.
in the afternoon. I have not been to
ODIST CHURCH.
portion of the bed.
By JOSEPH KEATING.
the hotel since—"
"A bole is cut in one side of said
To the Public: I desire to
The woman groaned.
inform
box to admit pipe, through which the Sept.
the public, my friends and
She
(Copyrig
looked
ht,
patrons.
Lieb Is Willing to Take
[pos. by Joseph B. Bolas.)
pleadingly at Greatrex.
The Sunday School Children Have steam from an engine
is turned in
"If you have any kindness left for that I 'have disposed of my insurance
Crotkett Boy Back If He Agrees
Outlined an Interesting Program
Gloom was in her pretty face.
full force twenty or thirty minutes.
me,"
she said, "leave my husband's business and good will to the well
to Be Controlled.
for the Occasion.
"What ails you, Helen, dear?" asked
The 'box is moved frail* time to time
house this moment. Do not let us de- known and responsible firm of Abram
her husband, in his kindest tone.
till the desired area is burned; icio
L. Well & Co., and ask for
lay. Go at once."
them a
"It is nothing, Reginald," was her
square yards is steamed at a cost of
contin
uance of your patronage. In
"Witho
ut
a
kind
word
from
you,
reply,
It
is
which, of course, meant at that
more than probable that at
Alt. the Mechanicsburg
retiring from the business,
Helen?"
Hrth6dist $5, whereas the cost of wood and
which I
'church this evening at 7:3o o'clock labor for the old way is from $10:X10 the 'meeting of the schooli board next moment: "It," whatever it was, was
have conducted in this city
"I
am
deeply
sorry,
for the
Mr.
Greatr
ex,
everyth
ing.
Tuesd
ay
evening Mr. 'William T.
past 31 years, it is but fitting
-a very nice entertainment will be 12.
,
that I should ever have caused you
that I
a
"Was
Byrd
there
will
anythi
be
ng
in
the
permit
post
This
ted
this
order
to
new
take his
nil/en by the pupils Who have arof steam burning
moment's unhappiness. I can say n should publicly acknowledge my inmornin
g
seat
in
that—
the
"
body, as the city solicitor
ranged for the occasion a program is fast gaining favor in Tennessee as
debtedness and appreciation
more. The past is the past. I was
of the
not
"The post!" she cried. "How can
containing numerous interesting num well as Kentucky, and those owning has rendered an opinion that this
many favors and courtesies
a wife then. Now, I have no right
you
to
extend
think
ed
gentle
that?"
man
can
serve as a trustee, as
engines are finding them profitable.
bets.
be more than polite te you. Your
right me, and I take this means of express"Well, is it my going—"
La limited in the same way
The outline for the evening is' as From various eartIse9 the timber sup- he in not disqualified just because
towards ing my thanks and gratitude, with a
"No—no. Why, you are often away,
ply of the country is being rapidly for a period of eight weeks he is a
me."
follows.:
wish for continued prosper
Why
ity and
should
that
trouble
met"
"Ali, Helen, my right is not so easily happiness for all.
.:reasrus—"Move
•
Forward"—Choie exhausted, and it is fortunate that a special county clerk, selected to wait
"Yet
you
grew
serious
ennn
as
tine
noon
i-oast,
as
I
of
county
supervisors.
substitute is found in coal and steam.
defined. By right grin are mint.
Invocatne.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK
li47
.
MIeMber U. S. Walston, of the board, meatiened it just now."
a-via,
Clhorus—"0 Sing His Praise"Did
I?
Oh, no; It is not your go- er. I
said
that
he
intend
ed
voting
to seat
think of you night and day."
-Choir.
We desire to intorm all of having
Mr. Byrd, svhile others expressed ing. Still, Reginald, you seem very
"You were not always so ready
Recitation—"Whistfing in Heaven"
brought the business of Mr,
to
eager
to
be
off.
Ashbrook
Especially as you show it.
therniseivess to that effect.
Your treatment of me was and hope for a continuance
—Koscie Fletcher.
won't be home to-night."
of the
Me.
Byrd is one of the two Demonot all that could be desired. But
Recitation—"The Old Grand Army
that liberal patronage
accorded
Reginald's turn came now for evahim,
crats
elected
Is
at
the
the
lase
Novem
past.
ber
I
ask you to be silent on guaranteeing all satisfaction
Loys"—Mrs. G. W. Smith.
sions.
and
apelectio
n,
and some of the rank Rethat and leave me. Can't you see how preciation.
Recitation — "Sweeter Every Mo- FORMED ON EYE OF WM.
"Upon my honor, Helen, one would
public
an"
your
of
the
board
being
have
here
been
tryterrifie
FOWLER AS RESULT OF
s me?"
ment"—Vivian Yates.
'ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
ing to get ;him out, but their political think from the very way you said that.,
"I did not know how I valued you
A.N ACCIDENT.
Solo and chorus—Choir.
that
I
was
always
anxiou
s
to
be
preferences will not force him to
swan" till I lost you: Now I know—"
Recitation—Eliza Spooner.
"No. But can't you come back togive up the plicile
The street1 door was thrown open.
op
:
ti which be was night?"
TOUR EUROPE FREE,
Piano solo—Ora Barker.
elected by thie
She dreaded to think that this might
Recitation--"Quit Your Meanness' Alfred Laviterne Is Still Confined
"Impossible."
be her husband. If so, then her pun- The Courier-Jour
na6 to Take Nine—Lloyd Powell.
"You are trifling."
at Riverside Hospital With In
ishment was demplete.
teen Young Women Abroad
Crocke
tt
Matter.
"Trifling!"
Recitation—"Dat YaIke Gown"—
As
juries--Others Ill
A sound of pain came up from the
Its Guests.
She had roused his indignation.
Ruby McDonald:.
Supt. Lleb yesterday said. that as
hall.
She smiled.
Chorus—"Hear the
yet nothing further had been done in
Brooklet"—
"Helen, Helen!" called the voice of
The Courier-Journal is conducting
"Well," said he, forebodingly.
'Choir.
her husband, in unmistakable agita- a popularity
This morning at Riverside hospital the Roy Crockett matter, and the boy
contest that eclipses any"You'll
come back to-night?"
Cornet solo—Roy Bond.
tion.
on Fourth and .Clay streets, Dr. H. is still out of school, but they are
thing of the kind ever promoted
"Yes;
good-b
y.
I
Recitation.—"Tommy's
in
shall
wilding
not
to
be back
re-instate him if he conPrayer"— M. Childress, the specinist, will reHelen covered her face with her this section
.
Briefly, the CourierIn time for dinner."
Essie Smith.
sents
to
be
control
led
by
the
teache
move from the eye of Mr. Wm.
rs
Journal proposes to take on a seven
Five minutes later 'Mrs. Reginald hand
Vocal solo--Bertrand Brown.
"Th
se
. y will kill one another!!" she weeks'
Fowler a cataract that has. formed so and. others. This lad ig*the nephew
tour abroad nineteen young
went
out
heavily
veiled.
She went far cried,
Recitation--"The Green Hill Far that the latter cannot
of Blacksmith Ed Mbrgan and it is
see out of it.
women from Kentucky and Southern
away from the house, and did not sto;
charge
Away"—Eddie Fletcher.
d
threw
Mr. Greatrex stood motionless. The
some missies
at
Fowler vies employed at one of
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
Prof. Ragsdale while Morgan and the till she reached the general post office :^rror of the woman took - away
Recitation—"The New Bonnet"— the milks
on. the South Side and
for a day the party leaves Louisville, July
Any
other
place in London was toe nwment his
profess
Margery Spivey
or
were
having
their fight) at
presence of mind.
some months ago the saw he was
12, until it returns to "The Old Kensmall tor the telegram she had to send
Piano solo—Ruby McDonald.
"Helen, Helen!" called her husband
operating struck a knot in a piece the Fourth and Ohio street school. "You are quite
tucky Home," August eq. To give
wrong. There shall again.
Crockett was expelled but the superSolo and chorus—"The Shepherd of timber and
•
sent a piece of the
be no one last look' in my history.
all a chance the Courier-Journal- has
She wondered why he delayed
Kriel and True"—Choir.
wood against the eye which was in- intendent says they are willing to I have insisted upon
com- divided Louisville and Kentucky and
my
husband being ing up.
take him back, Inet he must pledge
Recitation—"The Bridge Keeper's jured and resulted
in the cataract
home this evening. Take this to mean
Southern Indiana into eighteen disA groan &me from the hall.
'hirrnelf into cootrot of the educators,
Story"—Edith Main.
growing over the pupil.
definitely you must never dare comtricts,
and the most popular young
Helen recovered herself a little. She
else the will be expelled altogether.
Recitation — "Neighbors"— Lottie
municate with me again."
woman from each district is to be the
looked
up.
Lieb
I.ofton.
said that leaving out the
There was no signature. The send.
May Be Operated On.
"Stay _here," she whispered, trem- one to make the tour. The nineabove reason, Crockett could be kept
Vocal duet—"All Thy Work Shall
era
features were hidden, and not the blinglf.
teenth young woman is tobe selected
Miss
Fleinee
,
manag
er
of
the
milout
of
Khoo/ or compelled to pay slighte
Franc Him"—011ie Manning and
st clew was left whereby the
in
another way.
Readers of the
linery department for the Rudy, tuition, as his father
She
ran softly to the landing and
Ruby McDonald.
lives away from origin of
the message might be traced. saw her husban
Courier-Journal are to select the
Phillips establiehment, is confined at here, while
d
at
the
Mrs.
the
foot of the
Crocbett here is
Recitatiore—"Butterwick's
"That is definitely settled," said she stairs,
Weak- Riverside nospitai on Fourth and
moving strangely about the guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
only 'his step-mother, and then the to
ness"—Lizzie Dimmick.
herself, outside the building. "If hall like
Clay streets with a severe attack of uncle, Ed Morgan, ig not
a man in the dark, although estimated that the trip alone will
the lad's there is one proof of
Recitation—"The Lan Hymn"—
Regina
ld's
being
periton
the
itis.
hall
She
serious
lamp had been lighted. He cost the Courier-Journal about $15,is
ly
ill and guardian, therefore the boy not being
Leine Kersady.
fond of me, it Is the fact that he Ii seemed
•
may have to be operated upon.
to
be trying unsuccessfully to 000 to say nothing of incidental and
a
residen
of
t
city
the
not
is
entitle
d still jealous of the man
Selection—Orcheetra.
to
other necessary exprrses. There may
whom
take
1
off
his
coat with one hand.
to free use of the public schools, was once
Solo and chorus—"Song of Vicengaged. The mention of
"Helen, is that you?" asked Regi- be a young woman from this section
Is Delirious,
without paying tuition.
tory"—Choir.
his name sends him into an absurd nald.
who is a candidate for this tour.
Word yesterday morning from
Recitationnnilnn Ruby
sage. What would happen if he knew
Played"— Mayfield
"Yes," she replied, trying to suppress Write the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
was that Mr. Cameron
G. W. Smith.
he had written me a letter? Then if her agitation.
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FEW DAYS'S REST
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Sheet Music in Stocks,.

WE HAVE AT ALL TIMES THE LATEST AND BRIGHTEST SONGS
ALL THE NEW AND C4TCHY RAGTIMES; ALL THE BIG HITS IN
MARCHES AND TWO-STEPS; ALL THE POPULAR WALTZES AND
INTERMEZZOS, and we sell Sheet Music for the piano- at JUST
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Pathicah'i Only Eiclusive Furianre Dealers

The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72

SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD
STREET. MiclI
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GOT HIS DOLLAR LOOKING FOR BOY
DON

NEW ONE COMPLETED FOR BUT PROPRIETOR REED GOT JAMES HURDLE
TELEPHONES
TNE COOPERAGE COMSEARNE6 BUDLE OF
POLICE RUNAWAY LAD IS
PANY.
GOODS.
COMING.
Denied That Mr. Blow Will Acquire Finally the Young Man Paid Up and Alderman Miller Recovere
d His
Entire Plant and Move GenWas Released by Detective WStolen Watch at Cairo—No
eral Offices Back Here.
am Baker.
Arrests in 24 Hours.

'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY ..
TO TRY OUR

2.00 SHOES

Last MOuday there waeacompleted
Yesterday morning a well dressed 'Mr. James Hurdle, of Treztvant,
the new dry kiln for the cooperage young fellow giving the name of Tenn., yesterday
telephoned Lieuten
company in Mecit.inicebarg, and it is Searnes, worked Proprietor Charlie, ant Thomas Pot-tar,
of the police
now being used by that industry Reed of The Palmer out of a dol- force, asking that a lookout
be kept
which ,lost be .old one by fire last lar, but the hotel man did a little for the former's son,
James, Who is
fall when the $so,000 blaze destroyed working .hineself until he got back fifteen years of age and
disappeared
the kiln, and also/heading department. the avg.
from leis some in, that city. The
The old kill was upon the west
It was about 7 o'clock yesterday father stated he thought the
boy had
side of Meyers street, one block 'morning and Starnes entered the started from Paris,
Tenn., to this
North of the barren department, but hotel lobby and cold Mr. Reed to city, and would
arrive over the N.,
the new one was constructed right loan 'him a dblear for a few moments C. & St. L.
railroad at 8:30 o'clock 419.
alongside the barrel plant, and is a in order be could get a package out last evening, but
the Lad failed to
mammoth affair of box 150 feet and of the express office. The proprietor show up, as
Officers Hurley and Sinof much larger rapacity than the de- ricked where he -was stopping and gery searched
the coaches on, their
stroyed hoese,
new machinery Searnes said he just Came to town, arrival, but did not
find the youngsfor mantrfacturierIteaditig. was in- but would be back in a few moments ter aboard.
fie ran away from
stalled in the berm, house after the to lodge at The Palmer. Mr. Reed home
and has a lady's fine gold.
tire, surplus room sufficient for its said that was not his way of doing watch
with him. The authorities will
s
accommodation existing in that de- 'business and refused Searnes the dol- continue
keeping a lookout for...the
partment but when spring opens an- lar, but the latter persisted and put ladi
other building will be put up for the up e good game of talk, and the
heading portion of the nratnoth in- hotel man haded him a dollar to get
Watch Recovered.
dustry, that has beep seriously rid of him, as Mr. Reed vras very
crippled in its output ever since the busy at the time with limner-sous
Alderman W. T. Miller. of this
costly blare. but are now again in littlest 9. After getting at leisure Mr. city, has recovered his fine gold
position to &it alb of their orders.
Ftreed rang up the exprAws office and v.atch and chain stolen from him
It has been rumored that Messrs. asileed Manager Lagiervsnisli if there last Monday night at Cairo while he
a
J. L. Kilgore and J. D. lioningthead was a packsge over` • there for was aboard the I. C. train en route
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN,"
were to sell their interest in the SearSearnes.. 'He received the reply there back to thisi city from Rutherford,
Henry's. Aseptic Cream is the
HISTORY OF
THE PLAY, ETC., AT scic
corperage worker to their third asso- was not, and that Searnes had also Tenh., Somebody stole .it from his
best cure for chapped face lips
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTIO
ciate, :Kr. Vernon Blow, and the lat- tried to borrow a dollar from the pocket and he recovered' it in the
N AT CUT RATE
and hands. Wintry winds dry
ter own same completely, but this is expressman. Mr. Reed Ilw he was Egyptian city, wheer the thief had
PRICE
up
the
natural
moisture
DON'T FORGET THAT WE'ARE "HEAD
denied. as is the report that Kr. Blow worked, went over to the express pawned the ticker, giving the name
QUARTERS" FOR
re fee skin_ Henry's
intended removing back here the gen- office to make more diligent inquiry, of W. T. Miller, which was enSHEET MUSIC. WE HAI:E EVERYTHINATHAT
Aseptic
IS NEW.
eral headquarters for ail big stave and and just as be came out, he met graved on the jewelry. The idelltity
Cream is a akin food that sup•
tnill plants over the country. This Searnes who pad a bundle of of the robber 'has not been
plies just the right blood moistdiscovWee beweiruseters until three years women's dress goods underneath his ered
ure that is needed to make your
ago when the 'offices were taken to arm. Mr. Reed quietly relieved him
chapped skin soft and pliable.
4' 3
Made of the purest ingredients,
of the package and told him he could
No Arrests Made.
it is neither sticky nor greasy.
have same in neturn , When he paid
Judge Sanders will not have mute)
bick the dollar. The officers were
notified and Detective William Baker before him this morning in the pee I
arrested Searnes who was taken to live court, as up until press time not
the City Hall. lie as let go to an arrest had I:In made in die past
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
try and 'crape orr a-44hr, and in a twenty-four ho . by the police, except
moments
SHERIFF OGILVIE AND JUS- fed°
the fellow Searnes, who Was
came back and laid a
of the
certain young ,man had listened to an released by Detective Baker, no
TICE EMERY MOVE TO
DRUGGIST
earnest
prosecut
appeal and "coughed up" two
ion being entered. - Things
NEW OFFICE.
bucks instead of enough to pay th
em to be very dull aronnd headSIXTH AND BROADWAY
debt. Mr. Reel seas paid -back h•
arters since the first of the year,
by the January report .in another
Hon. Het Corbett Sent Suit of Capt dollar. and Fecal-nee released, as ther
prices ranging from $15 to $100.
TELEPHONE 63.
was no desire to prosecute him.
umn it will be seen the patrolmen
Farnslay to New Madrid—
Searnes claimed ti travel for
de very few catches.
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ALL STYLES

We Do Repairing

ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR. WARRANTED

Lendler & Lydon

Phone 675.

309 Broadway.

Books
Sold atUsuallY
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price

Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps

SI

$1.50 at 50c

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.
yr

DON GILMRTO

LEGAL TINGE

J. IL Oehischlaeger

Victor Talking Machines
The Vict.P:n. for $22.00

Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound

• ,nch, 35c

10-inch, 60c

12-inch, $1.00

PUBLIC WORKS 4\

BACON'S

Paducah,
Steam Dye Works -

the yictor Talking Machine Man,.

DON GILBERTO

606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson,

PADUCAH, HT

L. L. BEBOUT

;
i 0p :2,1

Or. Childress
PABiT BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

General Insurance Agency

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSUR.ANCE
116 Fraternity Building

I

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
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SOME GOOD EATERS. RATES

ON SLIDING SCALE.

HIS LAST STRUGGLE.

Guests Were Charged According to
Henry Jameson Satterfield is disccerWhat They Appeared to
=GLAND
APPETITES
ARE
NEW
ered leaning over the library table gazBe Worth.
'NOT DELICATE.
ing intently at a photograph in his

Worked Too Well.
Agent—I have called, sir, to show
you our new patent cash register,
which I am introducing—prevents all
peculation, sir; makes it utterly impossible for any clerk to steal a cent.
Mr. Slowgo—Don't want 'em.
Agent—You don't?
Mr. Slowgo—No, sir. My neighbor
next door put in one o' them things
last Monday, an' before night the hull.
force had struck fur higher wages.—
N. Y. Weekly.

Didn't Get a Hey.
Mr. Slimpurse—I see the kitchen
clock is not going. Didn't you get a
key to-day?
Mrs. Slimpurse—No.
"I left you as you were going into a
jeweler's."
•
"Yea, but Mrs. Stuckapp happened to
be there looking at some pearls. Yen
don't suppose I'd ask for a five-cent
kitchen-clock key under Mom circumstances, do you?"
"What did you do?"
"I asked how tong it would take
Hitting Back.
them to clean a diamond necklace, Intl
-Do you see that gentleman in the
eame out."—N. Y. Weekly.
big black tie and checkered jacket"
said the meek little woman, as she
Not Untrue.
turned the corner. "Well, he is an arThingumbob—Did you tell Markley
tist. I would like so much for you to that you had just bought a magazine
have him paint your portrait."
rifle!
"Indeed," replied the husband, who
hicJigger—Yes.
always growls at the table; "is he a
TkIngumbob—You're a fine, truthful
gobd artist?"
len! Why, it's only a cheap single"Fhari. He is known as the best wild barrel affair.
animal painter in the country."—ChlMc.Jigger—Well, I bought it through
cago Journal.
an advertisement in a magazine, didn't
l?—Philadelphia Press.

FINE TRAINS
TO

Fifty years ago the landlord of the hand. He hears toe sound of familiar
hotel
at Kingston Plains, N. H., was feet. Hastily sliding the picture unIlighteen Eggs Fried Were Only an
a
man
by the name of Hoyt. He kept der a heap of papers, he turns to greet
AppeUees and Far frOna the
via
In
excellent
house, but charged his the newcomer with a beautifully done
Record—Great DestroyI
guests on a sliding scale, graduated to Imitation of relief. (He speaks.)
ers of Food.
"Why, hello, Tom, old man! Glad
their means or inclination to pay, or
you
looked me up—bored to death, you
as
he phrased it, "got as near the kickThe men who do the hard work and
know, and all that No, you didn't ining
limit
as
It
was
safe
to
go."
breathe the bracing air of down east
terrupt me at all. I was just glancing
have never been noted for delicacy or One aftersocn, relates the Boston over the evening
paper. Say, this is
Herald,
a
proeserous
looking
stranger,
;whimsicality øf appetite; but some rea
treat.
Nobody
sees
anything of you
with
a
fine
equ:page,
drove
up and regcent exhibitions of food destruction
since you went and got engaged. Don't
have excited the wonder of the native. isterrd for the night. Hoyt studied all you ever take an
evening off? Lucky
and the admiration of visitors, says a night on what it would do to charge she went away
for
the holidays or
him,
and
when he prepared to depart
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louisglangor (Me.) report.
shouldn't see you now, I suppose. No,
and
asked
for
his
ville at 8 a. in, daily connects at
bill
named
a
pretty
The other night a tall, gaunt man
I
don't
blame you. t..elia is a lovely
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
(wandered into a Bangor lunch room, atlff price.
The stranger paid the bill without a girl—a regular prize—but we fellows
vestibuled
Pullman sleepers
and
and after scanning the bill of fare for
feel
you've
just
about
dropped
us, and
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
oome minutes, hesitatingly asked for murmur, complimented the landlord on old friends, you know.
arriving at Jacksonville at 11:50 a.
some fried eggs. He ate what was the excellentes of his hostelry, asked
"Oh, come off! I don't either know
m. and St. Augustine to a, m. next
set betbre him, and liked it so well him if he had any good cigars, invited
how it is! Just because you're in love
Dining car
day, without change.
that he ordered more, then more and him to join him in a smoke at his ex- is
no reason tor your fool insinuations
serves all meals en route.
more, and so on until he had consumed pense, and remarked Slit erten he that
every one else is. too! No, sir!
Rim Main Fault.
mime that way again he should ceroil orders.
"Florida Special"—Leaving LouisA bachelor's life for me!
"But why should you worry about
Determination.
As they serve fried eggs in that tainly stop with
Talc
7:45 is ins Carties observation
"I believe that in an election the
"Well, I can't help It if people do your son?" said the incubator drumAs he drove a
the landlord looked
skeper daily except Sunday, Louislunch room the six orders comprised
gossip. A man can't look at a girl mer. "You said he was cut out for best man should win," said Senator
111 fried eggs, 12 slices of bread and after him until he passed from view,
ville to St. Augustine, without
without
Sorghum.
every one's setting the wed- something great?"
with
a
face
in
which
the
emotions
of
six cups of coffee. When he had nnvia Chattanooga and Atlanta,
calanS'e
"l'hat is a proper and patriotic sea"That's just the trouble," sighed the
/shed, the tall man, who was from regret and chagrin were strongly de- ding day. I'm sure I've paid no more
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
lot
of
a
old
tildent."
farmer.
to
"He
attention
is
than
so
Caroline
every
slow
to
that
:Prince FAward Island, carelessly re- picted, and gave audible expression to
m. and St. Augustine at to p. rm.
"Yes, sir. And I have my own Ideas
others. Well, howl if you enjoy it; time he gets an opportunity somebody
marked that be was not feeling very his thoughts as follows:
next day. From Danville this is
jumps
ahead
laugh
an'
still,
anything
cuts
best
I
about
man
don't
to
dho
is,
see
and
the
I'm
him
out."--Chlwell that night, and as he didn't fancy "Gad, I guess he would have stood
about myself. She's a mighty tine girl, cago Daily News.
going to see that he does win, no mat- solid train of drawing room sleepers,
the boarding house grub he had come another half a dollar."
though,
think?
ter how many votes are cast against composite car, observation car. etc..
don't
So
different
you
over to town to get something light to
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Ohl
to
unothers—seems
the
from
most
him '—Washington Star.
of
tempt his appetite.
AN ELECTRICAL TAILOR.
Via the "Land of tfre Sky"—PullBill—Congratulate me; I'm engaged.
fellow
and
derstand
and
all
that
a
The captain of it coasting schooner
An the Sam..
Jill—Why, I understood she rejected
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
that
girl—
cease.
have
Why,
a
little
in the port of Bangor %id his cook to Makes Suits for People Engaged in
Master—A coal merchant has ten p. m. daily, running through to
"Now, see here, Tom. Can't a man you?
buy a roast of beef, some beefsteak and
That Most Dangerous
tons of coal, which he sells at five Knoxvilk, where connection is made
"Not on your life!"
admiringly
>our
of
a
girl
without
speak
some sliced ham, together with a cabdollars a ton. How much does he get at 9:35 a. M. with through sloteper
Calling.
grinning that way? There's nothing "Didn't she say 'No?'"
bage and other vegetables and four
for it?
"She certainly did."
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Comatthought
the
I've
it.
tell
you.
in
I
dozen eggs. The cook did as he waz,
Electricians have a tailor. His shop ter over long ago and you don't catch
Scholar—About $70.
"Well?"
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
ordered and served the roast beef fo. is in the Broadway
"That's wrong."
shopping district, me running my neck into any matri- "Why, I asked her if she could live
Jacksonville at g a. m.
dinner.
sd he boasts an exclusive tirade, says monial noose. Why, I've been attract- without me."—Yonkers Statesman.
"Yee, I know; but, all the same, a
The captain ate until the platter Aso t:.e New York
good many coal merchants do it"—
Press. His trousers, ed by lots of girls and I always outas bare as Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spratt vests, coats and
Stampede.
Cassell's.
overcoats are live- grew it. What if I'd married one of
could have made it, and then looked wire-proof.
Stubb—Great Scott! Why are all
'ern before I came out of my trance?
Good returning until May are, ars
up expectantly and asked:
The Source orIy.
"Yes, I'm a sort of life preserver." What's that? Different from the pres- those girls rushing like Indians to the
now on sale at low rates.
"Where's all the rest o' that truck?" said the
Mrs.
Greene—I
belt
should
counter?
think
you'd
tailor, speaking of his war
ent serious attack? I am not suffering
"What truck?" asked the bewildered "I'm
Floorwalker—Why, there is a special feed your boarders a little better
a Russian and my non-fir
m any attack, I tell you.
cook.
You can't expect them to say a good
sale of the latest novelty belts.
clothes are the invention of a
dinner
at
Christmas
had
es,
I
"Steak an' other stuff," replied the —Prof.
word for you when they leave.
Stubb—Novelty!
Artemieff, the head of
were
folks
my
ne's. She knew
Going via Asheville and "Land of
captain.
Mrs. Skinner—Oh, but they do. AlFloorwalker—Yes;
each
belt
is
made
Electrical college. He is a
y and I thought it mighty nice
the Sky" and "Sapphire Conners,
"Why, I supposed you wanted those
"
most
every
one
to
of
represent
them
has
a
a
grudge
masculine
arma-Ciiiand is said to have saved
to ask me. It was her mothand returning via Atlanta and Chatthing for supper, or—"
against
some
friend
of
his,
and
he
cago
inDaily
News.
through his invention than any
elf course. I knew you'd
rs
"Supper be hanged!" roared the skisvariably recommends my house to him. tanooga or vice versa.
human being.
say that—it's nothing of the sort. Her
For the "Land of the Sky," "Winper. "Get something else for supper.
Cynical.
I get lots of new boarders that ways-.
"The non-live-wire suits are made
mother is e lovely woman and hasn't
ter Homes," rather handsomely ilWhen you buy grub for dinner cook
"Curious
idea,
this
transmigration
of
Tit-Bits.
closely woven metal hair fibers, and an idea of angling for anyone, espeIt, an' don't be tryin' to starve me to
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
then lined with non-conducting linen. cially for me. I think it's a pretty souls," said the man who reads prodeath. I'm no vegetarrier!"
Struck It Wight.
found things superficially.
addrese any agent of the Southern
Caps and masks are of the same. state of affairs when people can't ask
Down in Calais they tell of a man
Cholly Newit.--D'ye know. Mies Cut. Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
"Yea," answered Miss Cayenne, "if I
Heavy voltages make no impression on a 'fellow to dinner out of simple kindwho got up hungry the other mornthought some human beings I know ter, though I've only just met you, P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
suits."
the
ling/ of heart without being suspected sould possibly be transfigured Into ani- there seems to be a—er—sort of Intel- A.
hunted
something
around
ing and
for
G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.,
''Do you ever have call for suits trout of deep-laid plans. And what do you
to eat. He boiled and ate 27 eggs, and
mals I shouldn't be nearly as fond of lectual sympathy between us Yon Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
other
electricians"
mince
than
the
made
think? Caroline had
finding that they were good fresh eggs
know just how to appeal to my tastes Route, Cincinnati, 0.
pets as I am."—Washington Star.
"Yea, I make them for museums and pies and the salad herself. I never
fried and ate 19 more, winding up with
you know, Are you •literary woman)
A Question of Phraseology.
a quart of mixed pickles and seven cranks. and I have three customers tasted anything like them. I tell you I
Dolly Cutter—No, I'm a kindergar
who wear non-live-wire overcoats back like to see a girl take an interest in
"It is hoped that in the course of ten teacher.—Clevelamd Leader.
Liscuits.
Minas &boat the houso and it is all time this malady called grip will die
The smallest sailor man who ever and forth to business."
the more creditable when .be doesn't appear," said the physician.
Fairy Stories.
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johnny
have to. Most girls with three se-wMr. Bacon—When a woman tells s
AGRICULTURE IN CHILI.
"It won't disappear." answered the
Rills, was famed for his underdeck
ants at home wouldn't be caught dead skeptic. "Fashions will merely change, fairy story, she always begins like this:
One day on board the
capacity.
Landowner
of
That
Country
Exgects
the kitchen. Caroline says she likes and people will go back to the custom "Once upon • time."
In
schooner Ruth Darling he ate his own
Installation of American
to cook and fuss araund. She gets so of saying they have bad colds."—
Mrs. Bacon—Yes; and when a mas
dinner and also the share of two other
pink ari her hair always rouglui up Washington Star.
The Illinois Central maintains doutells a fairy story he always begins like
Methods.
members of the crew who had gone
and curls around her ears when she
this: "There now, deer. don't be angel ble daily service, and operates the
ashore and failed to come back. Then
Her Spelling.
with MO; you see it was like tats."- best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf"The government of Chili maintains geta integre...0d and excited, so I'll bet
as he sat on the rail smoking his pipe,
She-kitchen.
Towne—You've
the
got a new typewriter Yonkers Stabesman.
great
in
she
looks
agricultural
several
stations
ha
which
fet-Libntry Cars, Chair Cars and
Johnny astonished the cook by saying:
"Oh, cut it out, Torn. I'm simply girl, I see.
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
"It's poor grub and little of It ye the French methoi of farming is taught
&niter.
Christmas
terida't Stop Him.
Browne—Yes.
Lotus,
• !leis aboard o' this one. It's close by instructors from that country." said telling you about my
Cincinnati and L,00isville
Caroline. Not
lifeBlough's prise fighting days arm reed
Towne—Is she bright?
steerin' a man has to get a bit an' a Senor Jose M. Castro, a Chilean land- I am not raving over
for reaching the Winter Tour.
rave
ta
over."
hard
it
find
Browne--Well,
I don't know whethowner, "but a reorgaoisation of this that a fellow would
sup."
it resorts of the South, including
to, only I don't er it's intentional, but she seems to be
"How's Mat?"
"Why, Johnny, what more would branch of education will take place in about her if he wanted
New Orleans, Vklosburg.
Been
foolishness.
his
right
fingers
of
lost
three
"He
has
of
a
female
Josh
Dort
Billings.—Ptilladel
that
you have on top o' that big tilled din- tbe near future, and I feel confident go it for
Gulfport, Kiss., Hammond, La.
band."
that American methods and American to any shows lately' I haven't. I'm Press.
ner?" asked the cook.
Mardi Gras at New Orkin, Feb.
-comedy
learn
musical
his
to
write
can
with
"Wen.
he
those
outgrowing
"Oh, well," replied Johnny, as he teachers will be installed. Your sys27, 'o6.
Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
perA
Arm
Helped
tiresome.
Some.
His
practices."—Clevelane
hand
if
he
left
rolled his eyes aloft. "Oh, well, I'm tem is far superior to the one in vogue things. They are so
coast resort having the new. fine
Caroline
"Did
you
consent
y
to
marry
that
them,
Leader.
of
out
rnou
no
gets
son
thinkin' I could get away right now in France, and Is better adapted to the
•
'Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
gives you man who was here last night?"
with a good hunk o' mutton an' a few needs of Chill, because in our country says. She likes a play that
ocean steamship mailings from New
Bold! -ring.
about—problem the angry father.
think
to
Something
praties, an' a plate o' puodin' an' a bit farmlag and stock raising is oonducted
Casey—Te're • har-rd worruker Orleans for Mexico, Central Amerireplied
father,
th
I
did,"
"Yes,
them.
calls
she
plays,
o' a loaf o' rys bread an'—an' half a upon a large scale, while the area of
Icy. Haw =Fanny hods o' rnorthei ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
"Say. but she has Lrelt .. You ought patting her parent's cheek; "
ground at the disposal of the French
gallon o' ale-O."
ye yet carried up that laddher th Send or call for descriptive matter
It
under
angry;
pr
I
did
be
put
she
talk
of
line
the
beard
farrier is limited by the density of to have
in regaid to the above.
boristation. Our farms are like your out about the last one we saw. She Yonkers Statesman.
Long-Range Electricity.
ley—Whishe
foolin
the
from
It
of
view
different
tsok
a
Havana Via New °sienna.
From the Victoria falls to Wftwaters- western ranches.
boss. I've carried this same hodful
arguing,
The Game.
"We want to expand our agricultural one I took. I like to get her
rand, a listance of 700 miles, engineers
day,
an'
he
thinks
all
n'
down
I'm
Jr a body meet •body
Havana, Cuba, is best readied via
for she grows so excited! She spays
propose to carry electricel power to resources and conduct our farms on •
kin'!—Cleveland Leader.
Putting up a bluff
the Illinois Central through service
has something Interesting to say.
doing
at
are
we
scale
than
still
larger
hod
Need a body eari a
mine South African gold. They are conto New Orleans and the new ocean
'What's that? Eee here, Tom, how
For his bunch of stu
vineed the plan will be commercially preeent. Especially do we want to use
Tranidareace.
Everybody
who can d
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
you
that
you
tali
maI
farming
mint
weediest
times
the
more
many
of
successful, especially as the dry climate
en has the tyrie rung.
Putting up a front,
track? I don't see
g that the good die young
8. S. Prince Arthur
is moat favorable, while there is notes chinery that is manufactured in the are on the wrong
ALd he win, the ge
love.
in
was
say
I
▪ C. to slight add Is pensive mood,
how anybody coulti
Base hit of a bun
•
!eyeing
In the rivers to interfere with the work- United States."
New
Orleans eve, Wedneswho
young
irut
e'er
the
die good
—Puck.
I'm far too comfortably situated In
day at 4:00 p. m. and arriving at
ing of the turbines and no snow to break
re Tonics
of
think
to
quarters
bachelor
AMONG TOBACCO PLANTS. these
down the transmission lines. Ills estiHavana at lunette Friday morning.
A DrnrxcuLT *mom
getting married. Ill leave that to you
OODZZAD'S HARD LUCK,
mated 'that in the driest season 500,000
Hot Springs, Ark., Florid..
young men. It
horse power could be developed. The Farmers of the "Weed" Determine and other foolish
Daily Sleeping Car without change
to
girl
extraordinary
woulS take an
Which Is the Fittest to
available head of water is about 330
Chicago to Hot Springs, with conmake me change my mind.
Survive.
feet, but a head of 1,000 feet could be obnections at Memphis from Cincinnati
photograph
new
a
"Oh, so Celia has
tained by engineering works of a comLouisville.
Visitors to the tobacco country last of Caroline, has she? I must ask her
paratively light type. This would proentii
Through
:uh
ugisle
"Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
haven't
I
No-o-o,
around.
note
to pass them
duce about 1,000,000,000 horse power summer were often surprised to
Car
Line
St.
Louis to Jecksonville
At present $15,40,000 Is spent annually in the fields that the long stems of the any picture of Caroline--she's not the
south to New &Orleans. The best
her
photoout
band
to
girl
had
not
beads
of
whose
sort
seed plants--those
on the Rand for power.
via Nashville, Chattanooga and Atbeen lopped off earlier in the season to graphs to all the men she knows. I
lanta.
collecting
girl'i
about
much
care
plant
to
the
don't
of
strength
full
the
allow
Chance for the Church.
Mexico, California.
A missionary in southwestern Oregon, go to the leaves—were covered with pictutes, anyhow—that belongs to colSpecial Tours of Mexico and Caliapologizing for the infrequency of his caps which on examination proved to lege days. Wouldn't know what to do
fornia via the Illinois Central and
letters, explains: "My days have been be ordinary manila paper bags tied with a photograph if I had it—just
New Orleans under the auspices of
spent in the saddle, and at night I am tightly around the scarlet and white clutters up the place.
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
"Look out there! You've knocked
either too tired to write or else I have flowers of the plant.
Chicago Fridays, Feb 2nd and Feb.
Inquiry disclosed, states the World over that heap of pape.s. Never misd
no place or opportunity to write at all.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
Last Thutaday I made 55 miles on horse- To-Day, that the practice has grown —oh—"
last to include a stop-over at
over a rough trail. Solid virgin out of experiments lately conducted in
(He makes a frantic grab for the
New
forests for 40 miles and not a dwelling the region by Prof. A. D. Shames of ph,Oograph of an attractive young
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
Private
Dullskull—Oh,
sergeant,
place to stop. I am now on the northern the bureau of plant industry of the worn in which 'lam has picked up from
trips made .in special private veqiSirt my 'and; got a splinter in -it,
end of Lake Klamath. Klamath county, United States department of agricul- under the pile of 'alien newspaper*
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
(serest
see
ferernali)--I
Sergeant--What
(to
Emplpyer
yet
been
doing? dining
the most southern Country in Oregon. It ture. The farmer has determined what and ir smilingly holdiug out to him.)
car service. Fascinating trips
a man here that hasn't come yet. Now, Scratching yoer head?—Scrape.
is a lumber and logging country. The type of tobacco plant is fittest to surcomplete in every detail.
"How extraordinary! How the deuce if he doesn't come soon send him
church is unknown here. God is not vive, and he is helping along the sur- could I have got hotri of Carolkne's picIllinois Central Weekly ExcurThe Acenmmulation of Wealth.
thought of and Sunday is like other vival. Inclosed in a paper sack each ture and not know it? She must have home.—London Telegraph.
sions to California. Excursion cars
A raying nature's some times shown
days. The church has a great Open door flower is obliged to reproduce itself gives it to me and I'd forgotten it.
Which with regtet rnen vie":
through to Los' Angeles and San
Hopeless Case.
In these regions."
Some people try to save their Own
without interference from outside. The Must you be going? I'm glad you
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or"But, my dear sir," protested the potoo.
And
other
peoplafs,
paper bags are used, of °Dune, to we- stopped in sod I've enjoyed hearing
leans and the Southern Routes evevangelist, "you are standing is
litical
—Washington
Mita
cure self-fertilization instead of cross- all about your plans and Celia's. Drop your own light."
Wanted It at Once.
ery Friday from Chicago; every Toes
"I disown you," cried the angry pa- fertilization.
Time Works Wonders.
in any time you sant to unburden your "That's all right," rejoined he of the
day from Cincinnati and Lonisvilla
rent; "I shall cut you off with a shil"Papa, what is the difference between via Omaha and the
soul, old man—here's your hat. Good- hardened heart. "I pay my own gas
Scenic Route evEasily Deceived.
ling!"
night.
a grafter and a philanthropist?"
ery Wednesday from
bill.' —Chicago Daily News.
Chicago. t'
"A reporter for the Bugle, ma'am,
"Yes, sir," replied the erring son
"Merrily
one
of years, my son. A man
"Now, what in ttinder was he grin.
Full Particulars concerning all of
Where the Air Was.
meekly, "and might I have that shilling wants a description of your gown, Ding about? These"chaps that think
is a grafter beton, he is WI, and a Walla's the above can be
had of agent, of
ma'am."
now?"—Life.
they've a joke on a fellow make m4 Redd—Fine air up there in the coun- thrapist afterwerds."—Life.
the Illinois Central and connecting
"Is it the society editress?"
been.
tire. Where did he put that picture try where I've
lines or by addressing either of
Mourne,
"No, ma'am; it's a man."
the
Greene—Why didn't you bring some
Accommodating.
s
of Caroline? Oh, hrre it is! I never
tin .rsi
Eva—Is
right
in,
Cholla
Marie
him
He'll
"Send
Sapp
really
you!
back
with
such
it
a
"Very sorry—all my daughterifire allaw eyes like hers!"--Chicago Daily of
Jo,. g
flned
iggs
., D. P. A., Cincinnati,
think it's new." — Cleveland Plain News.
'1 did. It's in my automobile tires." dead one?
ready engaged."
W. Harlow, D. P. A., Loins.
Edna—Dead one! Why,, when he
—Yonkers Statesman.
"Ah, well, neser mind; I'll call again Dealer.
Calls on me, I always come down to
, sett time there's a vacancy."—Sphere.
Helpless.
A Hard Pace.
the parlor In black—Puck.
Knew What Was Coming.
j
leb'n A. Scott, A. G. P.'A., Mein
vile•
"I hear you lost yi3ur job."
et married only a year ago and
phis.
Man at Telephone — Let me have
•
Rattier a Different Thing.
didn't"
"I
Out of the Ordinary..
re into bankruptcy! How did it
the gas °Ince. please.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
'Now. Mr. Green, where are you goworking."
1
you're
made
not
"But
"Ada
rather
an
ppen?"
unusual marOperator—Certainly. But you knoW
Vlik. Are
r. syou training
mr oep
f;raui
race?"
ne
r
"No. But' I didn't lose my job. The "Trying to live up to the wedtltng riage, didn't she?
we don't allow apy swearing over our
S. G. HATCH. G.
shouted
hose took it away from me before ms presents they -recelved."—Tow* Top.,
turn. lines.--Oldcago Journal.
"Quite. She married the man she
.:P.. A.,.
,
"I'm racing for a trainl"—Pur,A.
Chicago.,
eery exes."-.7Cleveland Leek&
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English as She Is Spoke.
Her Trouble.
A Matter of Wills.
Wlossatoogot?
"Your wife doesn't look well?" 4.
They were discussing the things
I Afnoonnoos, Lassdition.
"She
Isn't."
isn't."
. The girl with elbow sleeves finished
which help a man to obtain success in
Enthlnkinnut?
"She looks worried?"
giving the order to the waitress and
Such important problems as the Pan- the world, when one young man said: phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
Nay. Nuthninnut 'cept lasspeech
"She
is.
then continued the conversation.
ama canal question, the future of Rus- "flaere's nothing like force of characrosefelt's. Lottarot.
"What's the trouble?"
7t09a.m,;itO3p.m..7tngp,m,
sia, frenzied finance and the like were ter. Now, there's Hunk
"It is just as hard as hard can be to tell
He's sure
Donesyso?
"I had the party-line telephone takes mere
Wosswet herpredleb
what to do," she said, resting her elbows
bagatelles to the "Thirty Club." to make his way in the world. He's a
shun?
out of my house."
TRUF.HEART
on the table so that the curve of her
BUILDING.
It is indeed a misfortune that President will of his own, you know."
&grain.
"That's a funny thing to worry Roosev
Donblee
vtho.
runthi
ng
arms showed prettily. "If you just let
elt never heard of the 'Thirty,
"But
Browr
has
someth
ing
better
Thasrightl—Life.
about."
Both phone 888 at the office. both
one man be very attentive to you everyClub." It is an organization without a In his favor," argued his friend.
A•
"Oh, I don't know; she has no way
'body talks and gossips and wants to
charter, and its members are men of all
"What's that?"
A !rentable Failure
aow of finding out what her neigh- callings
4 know when the wedding is to be and 1(
. The meeting place is the hotel
Simple—Scribbles was telling me
"A' will of his uncle's." —Tit-Bits.
bors are about."—Houston Post.
you let a lot of men hang around every- that he made £50 out of
office, the time after midnight, and the
his that volDR. W. C. EUBANKS.
body gossips just the same and says ume of poems. Is it true,
Not in His.
most prominent members of the order
Like a Woman.
do yoe
"Do
you
you are a flirt! It is hopeless trying to think?
think
there
(Homeopathist.)
microbe
are
s
are
the
printers who work on the morn-,
"Did you notice that hat that Mrs.
In kisses, Miss May?"
satisfy people!"
The Cynic—Yes; his
Scrumptious had on at the theater, to. hie PaPers. Of these there are a halfpublisher
"I don't think there woald be in your Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 120.
"Isn't it!" hastily agreed the girl with'
dozen. When the knights of topography
warehouse was burned dawn with all night, Mollie?"
kisses."
blonde hair, trying to look as though she the poems, and as he was
appear
they
telegra
latest
"I should say that I did.
deal
Residence, 829 Broadway.
the
ph
out
well insured.
It was
"I—ah—that's nice of you; let's—"
too were deeply annoyed by the problem. Scribbles' share came
to 150 quid. Lucky perfectly horrid, and they say that she news, and long before the morning paPhone zo.
"Microbes arc said to possess Intel
"Well," observed the girl with the chap, isn't he?
pers are issued for the rest of the world
brought it from Paris with her."
square shin, bluntly, -that doesn't worligence
and nothing intelligent lingers
"Well, I'm just sure that she bought the "Thirty Club" has settled everywhere it is apt to c,,me
ry me any. It is so rarely that even one
into contact
It on one of'those little back streets thing.
Poor Venus.
J. C. Flournoy
Cecil Reed
solitary man notices me that my pop,
Poor Venus has an awful time
Lockwood, the stage manager; Kro- with cigarettes."—Houston Post.
there."—Cineinnati Commercial-Trib
ularity hasn't seemed to disturb the
Among those other stars—
Mier, the traveling salesman; Cromwell,
une.
She cannot wear her 'stuns dress.
Health Hint.
neighbors as yet!"
tbd butter and egg expert for a South
Nor closer sit to Mara.
The way for a maid to keep warm,
"Oh, my dear," cried the girl with elWater street firm; Hampbrey, the resBighteensly Indignant
—Cincinnati Commercial-Tribune.
When caught In 11 blizzard or atarm,
bow sleeves, In condescending gymJanke—The boss told me this morn. taurant man, and Davis, whose calling
Is to wear a big coat
pathy, "I'm sure you asaggerate! I'm NCITIGATING
From her toes to her throat,
CIIICUMISTANCHIL bag that I looked as If I had gone te was for a long time a mystery to all, are
certain lots of men would be only too
Completely enwrapping her farm.
bed with my clothes on. I told hint Other members of this nightly senate.
Rooms to, xi and 12, Columbia Bldg.
—Houst
on Poet.
• glad to be Woe to you if you'd give them
pretty sharply that he was mistaken
When the policies that involve the
PADUCAH, ICY.
a chance. You really are more attractClark--Oh, come now, you know yos destinies of nations are disposed of the
THE HONEYMOON.
ive than you think—"
did it.
"Thirty Club" turns its considation to
"Fudge!" broke in the girl With tht
Jenks—I did not. These are M3 other less important matters. —Stories
square ebbe. "I'm frost as it social guess
brother's clothes.--sPhiladelpkia Press are sometimes the rule. Some of the
and you knew It. Not that my fait
stories told at the "Thirts Club" are so
Blueness Is Business,
.young if. is blighted or anything liks
good that famous attar-dinner speakers
Woman—What! Twenty cents fos
that by it! Bat go on with what you
that little piece o' beef? It's out- would give anything to hear them.
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, use
were saying."
Davis, "the mystery," as he was
rageous--tt's robbery—it'. a shame,
A delicate wrinkle marred the brow o.
termed by some, is one of the beat story
but I s'pose I'll have to pay it.
the girl with the short sleeves. "Yeti
Nort hFifth, Both Phone sss.
tellers in the crowd. His experienoss
Butcher
—It'll
wet ye a quarter,
care so little for such tkings it is hard tc
Residence io4.1 Clay, Old Phone algs
now, mum. I'm sorry ter say th price have been most varied. Whenever he
make you nderstand," she said. "But
gets
the
floor
the
rest
listens
of
club
the
hex
gone
up
again
while you've been
I've always had lots of company and
Intently. ,
kicking about it—Lit..
whichever way I manage I get into dff
Being a versatile member, always
Acuities. When I thought I was going
Still Working.
good-natured, and ever ready to tell a
to like Harry so well I made ne In/
"I found an adder in my kitchen this Joke, of which he is invariably the butt,
mind to be fair to him, even though I
morning."
he is a welcome member in the "Thirty
had to hurt others, so I dropped egeryArchitect and Superintendent
"Nonsense! This is not the swoon Club."
one else. What was my reward? Why,
for snake stories."
401 Fraternity Building.
Despite his verbosity, however, Davis
his mother and sisters said I was aim.
"This is no snake story. I was re- still held
within an atmosphere of reply throwing myself et his head. That
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32,
ferring to my gas meter."
serve that warned away the inquisitive.
made me so mad I dropped him--"
"Oh, mine's a multiplier."—Houston He never told
the "Thirty Club" what
-That was about the time he fell so
Post,
he did for a living. Inasmuch as he
"t desperately in love with the California
chose this course, no member presumed
girl who.was visiting here that he had
4.a.•
Too True.
to ask enlightenment. Nevertheless,
eyes and ears for no one else, wasn't
Mr. Newwed—I shall never, nevel
Robinson—They say that there are
every member took a great interest in love another
Judge—Jo you coulees that you stole
it?" inquired the girl with the square
woman as I love you.
two things that a man cannot dodge—
Davis. All wanted to know what he did,
chin, as though seeking for informa- the suit of clothes! Have you any- death
Mrs. Newwed—I should hope not.
and taxation.
thing to asy in mitigation of sentence',
but none dared to ask. Finaily it became
tion.
Mr. Newwed—You needn't get at
Smith—Well, I never have known
Prisoner—Yes, your honor. The vest
a rule when any knotty problem was sore about
The girl 'with the blonde hair smoth•
5 and 6 Register Building,
it. I gueas I could if I
anyone to dodge death successfully, but
was
a wretched fit.—Fliegende Sleetpresented to a single member of the wanted to.—Ch
ered a giggle and the young women
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
icago Sun.
I have known of several of our milclub to answer: 'That's as deep a myswith short sleeves looked exasperated. ter.
New
SPECIALT
Phone
lionaires dodging taxation —Cincinnati
IES:
490tery as Davis' job."
"I hadn't heard of it," she remarked.
Able to Pay.
Commercial-Tribune.
Rafted Cruelty:
One morning Davis did not take as
Club Man—Why didn't •:ou recognizt
coldly. "As I was saying, I just let the
Abstracting of 'Mica
Clara—How do you haze a girl al
much interest in the doings of the "Thir- Clarence Fastchapp when we met?
women of the family see there were
Putting It Gently.
Insuran
ce, Corporation and
Sister—He has disgraced himself.
plenty of others without hlm. There your college?
Mrs. Knewbride—Don't you like this ty Club" as usual. He came in the
kcal Estate Law,
May—We lock her in her room and cake, George? I made
office
was
were about strev-"
told that he VIA turned out of Du
without greeting the crowd.
it with my own
When the "Thirties" adjourned that Hightone club for net paying his dues
"Who were they?" asked the girl with then tell her through the keyhole about hands.
the beautiful bargains which are to be
Club Man—That's a base slander. l'
the square chin, interestedly.
Mr. Knewbride--Yes, my dear, but— night Davis was seen to hand a roll conAgain the story teller looked upset. bad at mark-down sales.—Town Top- er—I think there must be some typo- taining 46 crisp $50 bills to the night aas only for "conduct unbecoming a
gentleman."—N. Y. World.
graphical errors in your cook book.— clerk for safekeeping.
4 "I—.r--1 don't think it nice to boast of ics.
—DENTIST—
Clevelanci Leader.
Individuals," she said. "Really, my
He offered no explanation for the big
It Often Happens.
A Mistake.
Truebart Bulldog.
dear. I don't wonder the men keep away
sum of money he carried. If such a
Hizonner—You are charged wit)
"I understand you played a solo at
Accomplished.
from you if you break in this way when
thing was possible the mystery surbreaking a chair over your wife's head
Tess—Oh, yes, she was married on
they are talking. You have so little the musicale last night."
rounding the talkative member's busic_\ ?;:o; merely an accompaniateat."
Prisoner—It was an accident, /oil' OLIVE
the thirteenth.
tact. Well. I was having the loveliest
R, OLIVER & leGREGOR.
ness deepened.
honor.
"Why,
Jess—O
nobody
sang."
n
the
.
thirtee
nth?
Graciousi
time with all the theaters and books
Next
night
Davis
was absent from
Hizonner—What? Didn't you intend
"True. But everybody talkall."-s. isn't that unlucky?
and candy I could imagine when elle!
roll call. The clerk volunteered the into hit her?
Tess—How can it be unlucky it
do you suppooe people began to say' Chicago News.
formation that he "paid up and left"
Prisoner—Yes, but I didn't intend tc
she's actually married!—Philadelphla
That I was a coquette and perfectly
For several nights the bank roll was the
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Those College Habits.
break the chair.—Cleveland Leader.
Press.
heartless' You can't imagine how It
subject of conversation. The "Thirty
"To be frank, this is pretty bum
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
made me feel!"
Club" could have used the talents of a
Our Proud Bird.
cooking, old man."
Judging by Precedent.
Room
its Fraternity Building.
"Why" inquired the girl with the
"This is indeed the age of commer"I know it, but my wife is just out
—This book of yours is ful‘ of rank Sherlock Holmes. The fate of Russia
New Phone 114.
square chin. "Couldn't you manage to
Old Phone 303.
was
nothing
to
the
cialism
myster
," said the man of sentiments.
y surrounding
of college."
11008enee,"8 aid the publishet
stand it if you were having a good
"What makes you think so"
"Still, I wouldn't let her haze me."—
"In that case," answered the author, Davis. Finally It gave up trying to
time?"
"Some of our statesmen never men.
Chicago Sun.
"I shall have to ask for a larger roy- solve the mystery. Davis was gone and
• "You don't understand in the least
they decided to forget that he was ever Goa the American eagle any more and
alty.
It's
succeed
is
assured."—Wash•
about these things." broke in the girl
• member of the "Thirty Club."
Nasty.
are continually applauding the work of
ington Star.
with the blonde hair,'seeing a chance to
Estelle—I said a word • bust night
Three weeks later Kromer packed his the American hen."—Washington Star.
establish the fact that she comprehend- that made Clarence the happies
Residence.
grip and bid the club good-by. He was
t man
Just Too Sweet,
ed perfectly. "A girl of delicate sen- on earth.
Why,
of
Course.
off
for
the
trip in Wisconsin, Minatiota
Miss Elder—Yes, Jack asked me to
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
sibilities is wounded to the heart at be"We are always striving to keep our
Eileen—Why, I didn't know yob be his partner for life, and I
accepte4. and the Dakotas. He. too, was soon
ing misunderetood. I know just exactly were going to refuse him.—Clevela
Telephone 270.
goods before the eyes of the public,"
nd
Miss Younger—How lovely!
And fOrgotten. Nothing called him to mind
how—"
said
the
storeke
Leader.
eper.
you will be the senior partner, won't again until a telegram came one morn"Of course you do," said the girl with
"Wha' • sour line?" asked the man
ing early. The message was addressed:
you, dear?—Cleveland Leader.
elbow sleeves, kindly. "NA'hy. I cried
address
Open to Conviction.
e
"The Thirty Club. P— Hotel, Chicago:
and cried about it. I actually wished all
"Do you believe in the reincarna
"I'm in the eyeglass business."—YonHary's Frankfurters.
(Do not deliver until after midnight.)
the men I knew would go away
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Mary had some little "dogs,"
and tion?" asked the mystical woman.
Have solved the mystery surrounding kers Statesman.
drown themselves. I'm sure I wasn't to
$he put 'am in to stew:
"I don't know," answered the mar,
Davis.
Arrive
Chicag
o
3:30
a. In. Hold
They never growled a single bit,
Both Phones 353
Prank at .Least.
blame if they liked me. I never
try to who weighs his opinions; "I have
club until I arrive. Will explain.
ciao she'd eaten two.
Office hours 8 to to a. m., it to 3
"You haven't married me just to spits
make them. do I?"
never seen it tried."—Washington
Yontero Statesman.
• "Kromer."
somebody else, have you?" the heiress
"Of courss not," agreed the girl with Star.
p. m. and 7 te 9 1:1The message was delivered at one asked,looking anxious
STRAP
ly up into his hon;.114li
golden hair. "Mil perfectly horrid
ffiElt'
S
FORCE
OF
—"
O'clock in the morning. It was present- est blue eyes.
Had To.
"Why. I don't see that it would be
HABIT.
ed to Chairman Gimmell by the night
"No, dear," he absently replied. "I
Jlmson—Well, well! That's the first
very difficult to get rid of them."
said
clerk. The chairman read it to the took you for your money
elone."—Casthe girl with the square chin, seriously. time I ever saw you give a woman
"Thirty Club." it is needless to say sell's.
your seat in a crowded car.
"You could just tell them right
out
that the members watched the clock
Jayson —Not so loud, please That's
that you didn't want thArn to call any
tick slowly until the hands pointed to
An Extraordinary Cow. more or—"
our cook.—Cleveland header,
St. Louis and Tennessee Rives Pack3:30. Then the suspense became ter- '"When we go to live in the country
et company—the cheapest and best
"My gracious!" broke In the girl with
rible. At 3:50 a cab rolled up to the James, we must buy an extraordinary
A Give Away.
elbow sleeves, In a horrified tone.
excursion out of Paducah.
"I
door,and Kromer, grips in hand,stepped cow."
"Do you think she is very old?"
never heard of such a thing! Why.
I'd
"An extraordinary cow? What for?"
out. He ran into the hotel. and as he
"Yes, awfully. I heard her speak
hurt their feelings dreadfully And
removed his gloves he began hi'S story:
"The doctor says that baby mustn't
of 'swinging on the gate' when she
bear anything rather than do that.
It's was a little girl. It's a long
"Fellows. I see the 'Thirty Club' is all be fed on ordinaiy wow's milk."—
time since
just my nature and I cen't help It.
No,
accounted for except Davis. I know, J uuge.
I've got to go on doing the best I can fences."—Detroit Frees Press.
however, where he is about now. When
and trying not to let what people
say
Happy Days.
Weather Man's Difficulty.
I was headed for Chicago a train ahead
worry me more than I can help.
Estelle--Clarence. just think of It
It is
"How are you coming on with your
of us was wrecked. My train came up
the only reparation I can make
to the Five weeks from to-day and we will be
new system of weather prediction?"
men who care for me hopelessly.
to the wreck and along with a party of
I feel married.
"Well," answered the prophet, cheertraveling men we went down the track
sorry for the poor fellows. Oh, isn't
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
tthrence—Well. let's be happy while
diet
ily, 'I can always get the kind of weathto see the smash-up. As we came up
Dick Charter coming? Yee, it is—Is
a er all right. but I haven't quite succeeded and rest; good service, g
my we may.—Tit-Bits,
table,
familiar figure, clad in long overcoat
bat on straight, girls? Are you
sure
hitting the dates exactly."—Tit-Bita gocd rooms, etc. Boats
in
,
each
e
there is .no soot on my face? He's
and high boots, approached. It was
Cruel.
so
horridly particular that it would
Davis.
He
was
Yoang Mother—Oh, Mr. Bachellor,
as happy as a lark. After
Otherwise Defined.
Wednesday and Saturday
be a
5 p. m.
shock to him if I didn't look
greeting me he explained 'that his two
"I fear he yielded to the temptation For other information apply to
He's
perfectly you must see my little baby.
Jas.
well groomed."
carloads of stuff was not hart in the tc enrich himself at the
such a funny little felow.
expense of the Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
least.' He would not lose a cent or have poi icy holdets."
The good-looking young man
Bachelor—Well, Nature will have
smiled
Brown, agent.
impartially at the three and the
Jones (arriving late, after a busy any trouble with the railroad. Of course
"That\ wasn't a temptation," replied
girl her little joke.—Puck.
with elbow sleeves hoped the others
his
talk
day,
was a mystery to me. I was the cold-blooded financier. "That
and addressing his wife)—Madam,
nowilt
His Chance.
ticed how polite that was of him.
take my ;heat please. I'm 'cushtomed prepared to see two carloads of fine an cpportunity."—Wanhingtc.,
As he • Mrs. lawbac.k—John, wake
Star.
up! You to sthand.—The Sketch.
passed on after stew remarks he
horses,
but
Davis
surprised me.
paussfd are talking in your sleep.
Ho
a minute beside the girl with the
pointed out two carloads of turkeys and
Had to (latch Up.
square
Jawba
Mr.
ck—Le
mme
'lone. It's the
Se Delay.
chin. "You haven't forgotten our
"I can't see what makes Miss Yells.
chickens.
thea- only chance I ever
Knicker—Has Smith's auto every
get ain't it?—
ter engagement for to-night?" his
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFT111
"'1)0 they belong to you?' I wilted, in leaf age so rapidly of late,"
in- Cleveland Leader.
eonvenience?
quired.
"She's catching up."
surprise.
Bocker-Yes; be carries his own cop
"I should say not," she replied,
"Catching lip?"
TELEPHONES
"'Sure, and they are the best shipcalmAt the Concert.
to arrest, him and his own judge to try ment of
ly, "as you are the first person
"Yes.
She
remain
ed
22
for
11
the
years
year.
who has
You
Patience—That
remember the
long-haired
man him.—N. Y. Sun.
asked me to go for a month."
Residence age
you know."—Cleveland Leader.
Wes sig
twenty-three hundred dollar roll
with the diamonds, at the piano, I just
I bad
"How could your gasped the girl
0•1111•1••
When f last saw you? Well, there it is.'
with heard started life as a poor musician.
V7asted.
Practical Joke.
elbow sleeves. SI soon as the young
"'Davis,' I ventured, emboldened to
Patrice—Well, he's that yet—Yonkman
Patience—Priscilla says there's noth
Jimmy—I got a good joke on sistera
was out,of hearing. "Sueh a
dreadful ers Statesman.
the point of mileving my curiosity. best feller.
Lag wasted In her house.
Stimission to maker And--and—slo
hy,
'what
do
you
do for a living?'
Patrice—She's wrong. I saw her kissTommy—What did yer, do?
you never said a word about an engagePerfectly Simple.
CITY ATTORNEY
"'Whw, don't you fellows In the
ing her pet dog.—Yonkers Statesman
Jimmy
—I mixed some quinine. Is
ment with him."
"Your language is very simple."
Thirty Club' know that? I an the with sister's face powder
"There wium't any particular
.—Cleveland
"Yes?"
Wore* Than an Ordinary Break.
reason
buyer for the largest poultry firm in Leader.
why I should!" answered the girl
"Yes; you say when a fighter is all
"den you lend- me five, old man?" Chicago. All that
with
stuff goes eso South"
the square chin—Chicago Daily News. In it is easy to eft him out."—
Rains 13 and 14 Columbia Basing.
"Brake again?"
Hous.
One of Many.
Water street to supply Chicago' Christton Post
"Yee, I guess It is • compou
Downto
n—Wbat
's
happen
New
and
ed
mas
Year's
to
Blif
nd
dinners. If you are
Old Phone tog.
The Best Aide.
fracture this time."—Town Topics.
going back now, tell the boys I will be fees? He goes around in rags
Visitor—How do you go about it to
Not Single.
Upton—He has stopped renting and
With them Saturday night.'"
keep on the good side of thole aniHe—How many sisters have you get?
EOM It Ooes.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Saturday night Davis arrived. The gone to building.—N. Y. Weekly.
mals?
She—Two.•
ilidgair—In winter the ice man has
hearty reception accorded him was as
Lion Tamer—I do my best to keep
"Are they single?"
my sympathr.
Awfully Blunt
much a mystery to him as was his (-allan the outside of 'em.—Cleveland.
"No, they're twins."—Yonkers Staten
Oscar—And the coal man
Grafton--My son is learning life n
your ing to the "'Thirt
y Club,"—Chico suranCe,
der,
Man.
mokey.—Town Topless
ftecOrd-lieralL
ilt01113 No. 5,A C0Itimbia Building.
fratie---7107b0'
"
. kla lragini—Pu
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CAMPBELL INTRODUCES
• his eight m
o
old child who
For Vaultii, Monuments and 0 eneral Cemetery Work Use
BILL AGAINST TRUSTS. WrstS viekt.ing there 'with its mother.
s.
M. -Walton has gone to
Frankfort,(Ky., Jan. 31.—Senator Mk
'&W, Ky., for a visit to relatives.
Wheeler Campbell's bill introduced
Captain W. T. Campbell of New
DELEGATION FROM CHICAGO in the senate yesterday, marks the Clitreari's is in the city.
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
second national conference in Which
COMII.0 HERE NEXT
Rev. J. E. Skinner of Murray has
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSKentucky may have a hand. Mr. gone 'home
'WEEK.
after visiting his brother,
Campbell's bill provides for the ap- Mr. John Skinner.
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not hepointment by the governor Of three
I..
Is attached to every
Mr. J. E. Bergen, the independent
‘,coms dark and discolored._ _
Prescription
which
Contractor 1:2nuan Goes to Paris delegates, who,'acting with delegates telephone man, yesterday.. returned
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
from
the
other states, shall form a front Mayfield wthere his company
leaves our store, that
is
for Contra.—Mr. John Woolcommission to secure uniform laws putting in a plant
it is compounded of
folk Locates in Memphis.
against- the trusts.
Pure Drugs in strict
Mr. B. F. Wyatt of Kirlesey, is
The senator's bill, after tsating the visiting 'his brother- Mr. W. D.- Wyatt
accbrdance with the
serious injury done by trusts to thc of Tennessee. street.
SOLE AGENT, sang TlitIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
demands o fthe DocNext week a delegation of Chica- people of the country, urges
that
tor; and that it is
go's Conrmercial. club will visit this Kentucky take action
against them;
filled in every inDIED OF DROPSY.
city to look over its business indust- askl the legislature to give the gov•
stance by a
ries, and while here will be enter- ernor power to appoint
delegates, Mrs. Wallace Expired at Home in
tained by Padacath business men. A and urge sthe
appropriation of $5,Cayes Avenue.
committee of J. C. Utterba.ck, Ben 000 for such purposes.
Wei& and H. S. Wells has been,
Yesterday afternoon 'at 3 o'clock
WITH
A LIFE
selected to rase funds for use in INCREASE IN WAGES
Mirs. Wallace of 217 liars arerma,
TIME
EiCPERIroyally entertaining those from the
OR NO AGREEMENT. Mechanicsburg, expired after an illENCii
Windy City. These funds are not
0010glatalY
tIC11
)
.
1
Indianapolis,
Ind., Jan. 3z.—Joini ness with dropsy of several months.
for use in fighting the child labor
twenty.
of
was
years
The
deceased
law as erroneously published in an Mitchell, president of the United
A S t-S THE DOCTOR
age and heft 'only her husband, who THE THREE LATEST 'GAS LAM PS. THEV SAVE GAS BILLS—
afternoon pap( • yesterday. As ,re- Mine Workers of America, addressSHOW
is employed at one et the mills of THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR
gasds the lab(: law a delegatioh of ing the joint scale•committee of ,the
ROOMS.
•
will
remains
be
vicinity.
that
The
central
DRUG STC_
competitive district today,
J. Campbelf
leurnoer and several
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
taken to the county today for interothers left for Frankfor:. this morn- said:
tnent.
"There
must be an increase in
ing to oppose legislative enactment
'Thursday Morning, Feb. x, 1906.
of the bill, while Mr. George Wal- wage, or there will be no agreeADULTERY CHARGE
s, 411ve printer, was sent up by the mett"
labor unions to advocate the bill. He
Warrants Against Mrs. Bryant and
-Mrs. J. A. Ca
left this. morning also.
y, aged 48
Tom Waynick Were Continued.
years, died of pneumonia out orr the
fiCIAM PITTING.
PLUMBING.
Mayfield, road some miles from
Bid on Contract.
Yesterday morning in the police
101. IV South F ourth St., 3s5 Kentucky Messes.
noses
Both
town
;
and
pleasant
C.intractor
--Yesterday was 'a very
Edward Hannan, the
will be buried this after- court 011ie Bryant and Thomas Waxday, it being brig41n, calm arid mad. plumber, goes to Paris, Tenn., this noon at the Hall cemetery. A hus- nick were areaigned onstihe charge of
La$t islet was only slightly .cooker.. morning to bid upon the contract band and six children survive bee. committing adkitery. Judge Sanders
for furnishing a 'heating outfit and
The predictiiiii ler today _ is:
continued the action over to this
sewerage connection for a big col*
erilly fair and **mite'
morning.
lege building to be consaructed there.
Vel Patterson was given a continu--Major ,Grx.g‘e
T' •: part -of the work will cost
until today of the breach of the
ance
. get
improving at ;'May Id. i.11(...‘
d,
nething in the neighborhood of
charge against her.
peace
cornacicient
:title
abut $2,sod from
3,000 and plumbers from Memphis.
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
was fined
Henderson,
colored,
Will
paniet for the loss of his leg by amp Nashville and other large cities a're
County Clerk George Landrum, of $5 for engaging in a fight with Lou
ut ation
bidding for the AV °fist
Smithlaink is in the city.
Chambers, negress, who was tined
Mr. William Leech, of Cripple several days ago.
—Mr. and. Mrs..John Hancock of
Locates South.
Creeki, Colo.& is expected :here this
821 South,' glefientb. Street, have a
Mr. John Woolfolk has gone to week for a visit while en route "F.ast
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
new girl baby.
Memphis, Tenn., to reside and ac- to New York This will be his first
Everything aeasonalsle in the eatable line served to order. A
—The Louisville Commercial club cept a position with the Memphis trip herein eight' years.
fine noonday lunch for 25 came.
has .wriaen to Supt. Lieb, of the lo• Furniture 'company, of which Mr.
Mr. Saunders Fowler has returned
'cal public schools, asking that there Robert G. Morrow is ,main owner. from a trip to Memphis, Tenn.
be put before theils„of,raducah he .bcing formerly connected with the
Mr. and MTS. Frank Selmlidlo leave
LOST—Old gold bnacelet between
the quesition49Wributing to the local furoiture factory.
Saturday for Henderson to make 527 North Sixth street and high
fund being raised to eoct a memtheir future home, the former having school. Return to Register.
orial montnnent fr.,- Stephen Collin
been made chief auditor for the Hen
Foster, w4tiociaapposed -"My Old Ken
derson 'Brewery company that he has
FOR RENT—Six-room cottage,
tucky Home' cSoasi.s/ hid • matter
been representing here as local man- No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg(lacer porasad.)
will be put before the local students
ager for the past seven years.
ister office.
General Cartage Business,
Ibis week, and they allowed to conMr. VVIiliane Hardy of the buggy
tribute if tbey.‘desire. The Louis- MISS ETHEL MCMAHON EN- company is expected back tomorrow
furnished
FOR RENT — Two
Superior Facilities Mr
Office
from Cincinnati.
ville school:, ga
(
ye $5oo in sums rangTERTAINED
rooms for lied housekeeping—light,
MEMBERS
Messrs.
ing from pennies, to several dollars.
Jefferson
C. G. Prizer and C. M. (htat and bath. Apply isitgo
handling
Freight,
Machinery
DELIGHTFULLY-,
2nd and Monroe
.1
Fisher left yesterday morning, the street.
—The dining car was taken off the
And Household Goods.
former for St. Louis and latter for
toissenger train issihg' through here
Both 'Phones it
Nashville. Mr. Prizer is route agent
at noon yesterday -over the I. C. Eastern Publishing, 1-louse
furneither
RENT—Rooms
FOR
Accepts for the Adatns express
and sent lo the shops for repairs to
company, and ished dr,trnfurnished. at Thil Inn oa
Mr. Wallerstein's Terms to Sell
Mn Fisher routes agent for the North Seventtr street; a most desirathe splintered -end; dfttnaged by a
Song—Social Calendar.
Southern Express company.
.-side swipe' 'ai eentral City.
•
ble location. Apply Dr. J. C.
Mrs. Samuel Dalton, of Walnut. Brooks.
will today arrive to visit Mrs. SamMiss Ethel AfcMehon, of North uel Boyd of South Ninth street.
WANTED—For U. S. AMY:
Sixth 'street, entertained tifi Cowan
Mrs. T. L. Whitworth, of Spring- able-bodied unmarried men between
club Tuesday evening, most delight- ville, Tenn., will today arrive here
faily, quite a infinber being present to to be guest of mrs. Samuel Boyd, of ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good distracter an!
Accident, Life, Liability Steam Boilerenjoy themselves. The prizes were South Ninth street.
ONE OF CITY'S PROMINENT won
temperate habits, who can speak, read
by Mrss Zekna Blaokburro and
A.
Mrs.
Berry
W.
last
Meet
went.
to
LADIES NEAR DEATH'S
and write English. For information
Mk. Jack Parrham, and after the Obion, Tenn., to visit.
DOOR.
to Recruiting offices, New
apple
game dainty refreshments
were
Mr. Samna MIchigan and, wife 04 Richmond Home, Paducah, Ky.
served.
Sagina0, Mich., are vi4iting Mr. an4
• The next gathering of this popular Mrs.:14m MileCtaroaesw.
Office Phone 369.
-seseammtlea
Residence Phone 726
Wass Fannie Singleton Hopelessly social, chub wild be held with 'Miss
tis
Mr.
Rawlins,
Leslie
111 With Complication of DisAudrey Taylor of Clay street.
maker. 'is here frons Kalamazoo,
eases at Brother's Home.
itich., for a visit to relatives.
TELEPHONE 5411.
_
. Accepts Offer.
Captain R. D. Morrow of Danville,
'Mr. lieebert 4
11
Vervain,the Tenn., Wits here yesterday.
MATINEE AND NIGHT
With.edeep ,and widespread regret talented youni.cu .
f this city,
Captain Lee Gordon yesterda
will the entire'community learn this yesterday received
Whitney- went to Pittsburg on bete
Morning that Mks Fannie Singleton Warner Publishing house of New
Supt. Samuel y.
is near death's door at the evidence York; a letter stating that heading county oubliciorschools, yesterday
B. K. Forrester Presents the clever
oft her brother, Colonel Gus G. Eastern firm had accepted
the wentk to Fran
t to attend *alre
ComedLana
Siegleton,of North Sixth near Mon- hulurairants figure, in negotiating for gathering tomorrowof eckseatore
rek• streets, and"Ilie; &Xtor,- do .not purchase of the 9011 'Mieter M2oort" from over the Mate. urginir 1:1694athink the can list throughout today. ocomposed by the focal gentl man, and live adoption of ineisuree for
as her condition is exeeedingiy pre- now being featured' in the "Buster,of the achoola, especially as regards
in the
carious. She suffers 'Peorn compli- Drown" piay over the -country.
the three state normal..
MUSICAL
COMEDY
The New York firm. wanted to 'Contractors, B. T. Davis and J. M.
cated aihnents and the doctors havc
buy the exclusive right of the song Dunlap went to. Paris, Tenn., yes:
given upci.siiv of her recovery.
on is one of the and Mr. Wialfersteln sist his figure, terday on. .buitinets.
Miss
noVest
fveetesi women of ,the Which is a good one, and was acMiessre. J. G. Neuffer and Joseph
sta e and het Vost of friends can only cepted. This is a notable re-cognition Baker, assistant superintendents of An Optical Treat in Scenery, Coshope for the best
Sloe has been re- of his talent, and paves the way for machinery for the I. 'C. syleetn, were
tumes, Electric Effects'
seenbeting his future coax,sitions, here yesterday looking over the local Company of 47.
nidAlff, in 1-1Ct804#4,00
Chours of go.
Springs for`tte_kast few Years. Sev- ec-reral of which he le reedy for shops, and then went East to Louiseral 'weeks go Olee Was stricken ill putilication. The nratkodi success of ville.
Prices:
Matinee, children 25C;
at the Arcadia hotel in Dawson and his songs is a source of nuteh
Engineer George Danvers of 1209 adults, soc
Night prices: ase, 35c,
admiring,Jeffereon street. hae gone to Newton, soc, 75c and &AM.
brought to the .;bort of her brother faCa16041, to • his many
in this city: allcatt Alto weeks ago. friends.
Ildl., where he was called by the death
Seats on sale Monday at g a. m.
Of Paducush, Kentuclpy,
There 'she has gradually grown
Monument
Fund.
worse and early last evening was in
Capital and Surplus $155,ocicki
A kirmass wil4 be given sometime S. P. POOL.
sa most dangerous condition. Later
L. 0. STEPHENSON.
after
by
the
Easter
Daughters
the
of
in the night the was found to be a
little stronger, but this does not en- Confederacy On benefit of the ConED P. NOBLE,PRES.
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
courage the attending physicians. fedlerate intintrment fund, while on
At 3 o'clock this morning although Thursday, Friday and Saturday preN. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
nit fully rational, she could recog- cecNng Easter Alexander' Faris chapTransacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
ter, Children of the Confederacy,
nize thnse at her .bedside.
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
•
will give a big bazaat for benefit of
the fund, being raised to erect the BOTH PHONES
203-205 S THIRD ST.
proof vault for rent at $3 to Sox per year as to shoe. You carry your ows
NO. Ito
liatrdsome monument in Lang park.
PADUCAH, KY.
key and no one but yourself has access.
-Ps You Like It.
•
Mr. and Mrs. J. Campbell Flotierroy
,
of West Jefferson, will entertain the
As You Like It club this evening.
Charming Series,
Mrs. W. li. McPhersthi of Fotmtain astnuie yesterday afternoon enLiver Capsules
tertaiesd with the first of her elegant
card parties, and' many were
serics
For Torpid Liver and Malaria
there. She receives for a similar
• WE HAVE OBTAINED FROM affair this afternoon.
MRS. BETTIVSCIULE THE PRIV
.—Switchman John Marks crushed
ILEGE TO MAKE AND SELL
his hand in the local I. C. yards
THESE WELC KNOWN AND EX- so that la Ifinger had to be amputated.
CELLENT PREPARATIONS, AND ------NOW OFFER THEM IN THEIR
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
ORIGINAL FORM, AS INTROWater and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
DUCED AND SOLD FOR YEARS
'BY THE LATE DR. NELSON Framed rtght tip to date in five minCOULE asc EACH.
ute; time at the

BUSINESS MEN

GREEN RIVER STONE

GIMIANTEE

UM S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works

RegisteredDruggist

McPHERSONS

Ed D.iittntiall.

LOCAL NEWS*

the Buffet to

ABOUT THE PEOPLE

W. C. Gray, proprietor.

POPULAR WANTS

Paducah Transfer Company

CONS CLUB

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Well & Co

VERY LOW

FIRE INSURANCE

Campbell Block.

THE KENTUCKY

EXPERT ACCOUNTANT

Tuesday, Feb'y 6,

For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and,
Simplest Methods. Apply to

yoRKE& ADAMS

JOHN D• SMITH, JR

nkers & Brokers

Expert Accountant,

118 Fraternity Bldg.

THE GLOBE BANK Si, TRUST CO

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS

SOULE'S BALM

i

FOR THE SKIN

SOULES

LUMP I3C BUSHEL
N U T I2C BUSHEL

TRAD[WAIIR COAL
FtritieF West Kentucky Codt Co
PR.OMPT DELIVERY.

R. W. WALKER & CO.
Druggist

Fifth and Broad

•

PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway

we.
'Unit
1 it

BOTH PHONES 254

Incorporated.

•

